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Absfract 

In the Bonavista Bay North area of NewfoundIand there is a unique population of 

salmonids that supports an extensive recreational fishery. In recent years the population 

has experienced a serious deciine resulting in reduced angiing quality. This thesis takes a 

multidisciplinary approach to research that attempts to overcome some of the problems 

associated with recreational fisheries management in Newfoundiand. The 

multidisciplhary management approach was used to gather data necessary for successfid 

management and conservation of the population by focusing on both the fish population 

and the angiers who exploit it. Data on the population's ecology and fishery were 

gathered by interviewing knowledgeable local anglers and by directly sampling the 

population. Data on the motivations and management preferences of anglers were 

gathered by conducting a survey of the generai angler population. 

The results demonstrate that the fish is an Atlantic Amon with a life history 

characterized by extensive use of the est- in the pre-smolt stages followed by 

smoltification usually at age 3+ or 4+. The saltwater phase of the Me-cycle is of short 

duration, lasting only two to three months, which results in smaller size and younger age 

at maturity and a higher incidence of repeat migration between fieshwater and saltwater 

than in typical populations of anadromous Atlantic salmon. Results of the general angler 

survey demonstrate that angles are motivated to fish for a number of reasons including, 

but not limited to. being outdoors. enjo y ing nature, relaxing , escaping everyday 

pressures? sharing experiences with othea, and the sport of fishhg. 

Data gathered from anglers suggests that the most important reason for the 

population's decline is overfïshing resulting fiom regdations that do not adequately 

protect the population. The data also dernonstrate that there is widespread support among 

anglers for a new management initiative aimed at enhancing the fishery and protecting 

the population. The results of the study suggest that new regdations aimed at reducing 

the harvest and matching more closely the angling season and migration habits of the fish 

would be an acceptable means of protecting the population and improving fishing quality. 



Based on the data gathered, specinc regdations aimed at improving the fishery and 

protecting the population are recommended. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE MYSTERY FISH OF BONAVISTA NORTH 

1.1. The Southwest Pond Seatrout 

In the GreensponcWalleyfield Harbour area of Bonavista Bay North, 

Newfoundand, there is a population of an anadromous sahonid that has a iife history with 

a number of unusual characteristics. The population, h o w n  locaily as  the seatrout, 

saltwater trout or Southwest Pond seatrout, is recognized by local people as being distinctly 

different nom any other fish population in the area and is exploited and valued on the basis 

of a recreational fishery. Nonetheless, its existence is not formaily recognized by the 

government departments responsible for recreational fisheries management in 

Newfoundland and Labrador and therefore, it automatical1 y fdls under the provincial trout 

management plan. Reports by local anglers of declining population size and smaller fish 

suggest that past management under the trout plan has dowed over-expioitation of the 

resource and that a new management strategy is needed if the population is to support a 

sustainable recreational fishery. 

There are a number of reasons to believe that the Southwest Pond seatrout fishery 

has sufncient social and economic value to the surrounding commmïties to justify 

developing a new management plan. The Southwest Pond seatrout dready supports a 

fishery with a long history. Anglers who participate in the fishery are concemed that 

management of the population is not adequate and strongly support efforts to preserve and 



enhance the fishery. Furthemore, this unique fishery has the potential to atûact angiers 

fiom outside the local area who are looking for new fishing expenences and thus bring 

economic benefits to the surrounding communities. The Southwest Pond watenhed is 

located approxhately 20 kilometres fiom the Indian Bay watershed, an area known 

throughout the province for its trophy brook &out angling. A weil-managed Southwest 

Pond seatrout fishery would serve to M e r  enhance the eco-tourism potential of the region. 

There is, in fact, aiready a group of highiy motivated local people who have been working 

through the lndian Bay-Cape Freels Ecosystem Development Association to promote, 

enhance, and manage the hdim Bay fishery on a community watershed basis. These 

people have also expressed an interest in consenring and developing the fishery for the 

Southwest Pond seatrout 

The only docurnented information currentiy available on the Southwest Pond 

seatrout and its fishery are a small amount of informal data contained in two episodesl of 

the popular local television program "Newfoundland Outdoors". Developing a 

management plan and evduating management success w i U  require more extensive data on 

the population and its fishery that is coliected with a more formal methodology. 

Information about the range and distribution of the fish, its H e  history and population 

dynamics is essential, but to assure management success it will be also be important to 

evaluate the current fishery and the range of benefits denved by people from it. in an 

attempt to overcome some of the problerns associated with the current process of 

recreational fisheries management in Newfoundland and Labrador, the research presented in 

this thesis will take a mdtidisciplinary approach to collect some of this important data 

"Mystery Fi" (1977) and "Grrenspond Steeiheadsn (1981) 



13. Problerns with Recreational Fisheries Management in Newfoundland 

There are currently two recreational fisheries management plans in effect in 

Newfoundand and Labrador. One of these plans regulates the fishery for anadromous 

Atlantic salmon (Saimo d a r )  and the other regulates the fishery for trout (mostly 

Salvelinus fontinalis) and ouananiche (non-anadromous Atlantic salmon). Under these 

management plans the province is divided into a number of management zones which mer  

only in the opening and closing dates of the fishing season. The trout management plan 

was revised in 1994 to include four management zones and was designed to reduce o v e d  

harvest of trout and to protect trout populations in the spring when they may be particuiariy 

vulnerable (Buchanan et al. 1994). Although there has been a great deal of information 

gathered on various trout populations in Newfoundland and Labrador (see Houston 1994). 

trout fishing regdations have littie underlying scientific basis. Most of the past research has 

been undertaken as part of individual research agendas and has not been CO-ordinated and 

linked to management issues. Thus, it has been diEcult to incorporate these data into the 

management process. 

The salmon management plan has been in effect for a m b e r  of years and has 

undergone many modifications since 1971 as managers have attempted to deal with 

increasing exploitation and decreasing stocks (Buchanan et al. 1994). Target spawning 

requirements (number of adult spawners per year) are calculated for each of the scheduied 

salmon rives in the province and the fishery is rnanaged to minimize the nurnber of fish 

harvested each year to permit the targets to be met in each river system. Salmon runs are 

not monitored on a river-by-river basis however, but instead the health of salmon stocks 

throughout the province is assessed by monitoring the spawning escapement in a few index 

rivers (Chadwick 1995). 

Lf management of the Southwest Pond seatrout, and Newfoundland and Labrador's 

recreational fisheries in general, is to be niccessful there are a number of fkdamental 

problems with the current approach that must be overcome. The first problem is that the 



scde of management is too large to recognize clifferences that almoa ceaainly exist 

between fish populations or fisheries in different areas. The 14 salmon management zones 

and four trout rnanagement zones currentiy used each cover an area large enough to include 

nurnerous populations, and even distinct races, of each species. This large scale 

management strategy does not recognize that individual populations may differ in such 

hdamentd  properties as their production, Me history or autecology (Riley et al. 1993). It 

aiso does not recognize the fact that fishing effort is almost aiways unevenly distributed. 

The effect of taking this large-scale approach is that the harvest cannot be restricted on a 

population specific bais and thus, many populations of both trout and salmon are over- 

exploited. A more effective approach would be to manage individuaI populations or a 

number of ecologicaily sunilar populations with a rnanagement plan that is designed 

specincally to meet the management needs of those particular populations. This approach 

would be especially applicable to the Southwest Pond seatrout which has a number of 

features that are obviously distinct kom any other known population of salmonids in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Management on a s m d  scale has the advantage that it can be based on detailed 

data collected directly fiom the population. This will alIow for an understanding of the 

ecological implications of harvesting and cm lead to an estimate of the potentiai yield fkom 

each population. Specific management techniques can then be used to E t  the harvest to a 

level that the population can nistain A management pian of this type, due to its specificity 

to a local area (e-g. the Southwest Pond watershed), would also be more open to input fiom 

people who directly use the resource, making the rnanagement process more sensitive to 

Local concems and more open to the use of local knowledge. 

The second problem with the cuwnt approach to recreational fisheries management 

in Newfoundland is that resource users are, for the most part, excluded fkom the 

management process. There is no mechanism to d o w  meaningfbi input fiom resource 

users into rnanagement decisions because the present practice of concentrating only on 

Iimiting the harvest does not recognize the fact that there are important social dimensions 



that need to be considered when managing recreational fisheries. The five member federal- 

provincial working group that drafts the management plans each year has the authority to 

solicit input fiom resource users, but is under no obligation to do so and is mder no 

obligation to act on any recommendations made by user groups. Once drafted by the 

working group, the hout management plan undergoes no M e r  review; the salmon 

management plan, however, m u t  be approved by the Sports Fish Advisory Committee. 

One purpose of this cornmittee is to d o w  representatives 60m organized angler groups and 

other users (e-g. outfïtters and native groups) to review the plan before it is approved. The 

cornmittee is, however, composed mostly fkom govemment with user group representatives 

in the minority. Thus, the management plan can usually be approved even with objections 

fkom the various resource user;. Furthemore, it is also likely that the representatives fiom 

the organized angier groups do not represent the concems of the majority of @ers because 

only a s d  number of the angiers in the province are members of these orgauizations. The 

result of ail this is often a management plan that does not adequateIy address the concems 

of the resource users. This tends to make the anglers (and also outfitters and native groups) 

distmstfd of the people responsible for management decisions and new management 

initiatives, a situation which can lead to the plan and its associated regdations simpIy being 

ignored- 

1.3. Another Approach to Recreational Fisheries Management 

Recreational fisheries management has been defined as the process of working with 

a &en aquatic habitat and assemblage of organisms for the benefit of people in a 

recreational setthg (Weithman 1993). In this context, a successM Southwest Pond seatrout 

fishery wiU be dehed  as one that assures the sustainability of the f i h  population while at 

the same t h e  tries to meet the desires and expectations of the people who exploit it 

Viewing recreational fisheries in this way is useful because it makes expiicit the fact that 



fisheries are rnanaged for people and this necessarily leads to research and management that 

is multidisciplinary in nature, focusing not only on the fish but also on the people who angle 

for them. Such an approach moves recreational fisheries management away from the 

traditiooal Maximum Sustainable YieId orientation to something more akin to an Optimum 

Yield orientation. Optimum Yield refers to al l  social, economic and biological benefits 

derived fiom fisheries and is therefore dehable and attainable for a specific fishery ody 

through the formulation and consideration of a muitidiscipünary database which must focus 

on fish biology and the social and economic benefits derived fiom the fishery (Malveshito 

and Hudgins 1 996). 

13.1. mat dues a Mulrdisciplinary Management Approach Require? 

To be effective, a muitidisciplinary approach should be explicit at all stages of the 

management process. This wili involve setting management goals that address, and are 

compatible with, the best interests of both the 6sh and the anglem. Management-related 

research should include aspects of the ecology and Life history of the fish populations to 

detemiine rhe ecological implications of mmipdating the harvest with fishing regulations, 

but it should aiso include research into the motivations and expectations of the anglers and 

their willingness to compromise on management decisions. Management objectives should 

be set with angler desires and motivations taken into account and anders should be 

consulted throughout the implementation process. Monitoring shodd include changes in 

the fish populations and catch and effort of the fishery as weil as the satisfaction of anglen, 

how they respond to new management techniques, and changes that they themselves 

perceive in the fishery. This approach is hdamentally different fiom the curent approach 

because there is a research component directed specincally at the huma. dimension of the 

fishery and an active effort to integrate the resource users into the whole process of 

management. This approach, by essentidy docating part of the decision rnaking 

authority to the anglers, should increase the legitimacy (Le. acceptance) of the management 



plan (Felt 1990). Furthemore, ailowing the resource users such involvement would 

develop within them a sense of responsibility towards the resource and reduce the chances 

of over-exploitation by placing those who will suffer the consequences of bad decisiom in 

the position of being at Ieast partly responsible for making them. 

1.32. MuItidiscip2inm-y Research and the Southwest Pond Seabout 

Krueger and Decker (1993) outiine five steps in the process of managing 

recreational fishedes: 1) choice of goals, 2) selection of objectives, 3) identification of 

problems, 4) implementation of actions, and 5) evaluation of actions. This scheme provides 

a useful k e w o r k  for guiding research and management of the Southwest Pond seatrout 

The purpose of the research on the trout and its fishery presented in this thesis is to focus 

mainly on the first three steps in the process outlined. 

For the purpose of the present research, the goal (sep 1) of managing the Southwest 

Pond seatrout will be to provide a sustainable recreational fishery resouree that meets 

the needs and satisfies and sustains the expectations of the people who exploit i t  This 

goal may change in the future because the goal of managing the Southw-est Pond seatrout 

will ultimately be decided upon by the agency or group responsible for its management. In 

fact, following the Optimum Yield philosophy suggests that this goal be changed in the 

fuhw to address economic concems in addition to the biological and social concems 

already addressed. The goal. as  it is presently set, provides a ba i s  for setting the initial 

objectives (step 2) of the research into management-related questions because to realize this 

goal requires knowledge both about the fish and their habits and about the people who 

exploit the fish population. The present research h a  two main objectives: 1) To gather 

information on the range, distributioo, life history and ecology of the Southwest Pond 

seatrout population, and 2) To gather information about the benefits anglers denve from the 

resource and the attitudes of angles as  related to its management 



Achievement of these objectives wiU aüow the identincation of problems (sep 3). 

Potential problems are varied but may be related to factors such as over-exploitation of the 

resource, çtrongly conflicting or irreconcilable views on management, differing 

expectations of the resource by different user groups, and the inadequacy of existing 

regdations to achieve desired outcomes. 

The idormation g a t k d  through the present research is viewed as beginning the 

process of building an information base fkom which the management process can continue 

to evolve. Based on the data coilected about the fish, its biology and its fishery, a number 

of preliminary recornmendations (sep 4) will be made that may help improve the curent 

state of &airs in the fishery. This will help in setting the next round of objectives that cm 

lead to the attainment of a successful Southwest Pond seatrout fishery (step 5). 

One of the advantages of taking a mdtidisciplinary approach to recreational 

fishenes management is that it dows the scope of the research to be broadened to include 

rnethods and sources of information that are not u s d y  considered. The next chapter will 

begin the process of gathering information about the ecology of the seatrout by going 

directly to the people who have the most experience with and knowledge about the 

population i.e. the anglers who currently exploit the resource. 



CHAPTER 2: TAPPING LOCAL KNOWLEDGE 

2.1. Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

lhere is an ever-increasing body of literature documenthg the knowledge and 

understanding that certain societies possess regarding the resources and environment that 

they depend on for sumival. This knowledge is generally r e fmd  to as traditional 

ecologicai knowledge (TEK). The concept is dï££ïcult to define precisely, but Mailhot 

(1 993) has provided a prehmary, working definition of TEK as "the sum of the data and 

ideas acquîred by a human group on its environment as a resuit of the groups use and 

occupation of a region over many generations". Much of the Literature has documented the 

ecolomcal - knowledge possessed by various hunter-fisher-gatherer societies whose iives are 

ingmately W e d  to the workings of the biological communities they exploit and depend on. 

In many of these societies there exists an indigenous or traditional management system 

which relies on this knowledge to ensure the nistainabiiity of resources and thus the long- 

term survival of the people (Berkes 1988; Riewe and Gamble 1988; Johames 1978; Dyer 

and McGoodwin 1994). 

The information contained in TEK is acquired through an approach to 

understanding nature that is fundamentdy different from the approach taken by natural 

science. The TEK approach is a holistic one in which conclusions about the workings of 

ecologicd systems are drawn from empirically denved data generated through the society's 



experiences with natirre. The society's ecological knowiedge is continually updated and 

expanded as new information pertaining to changing enviromental c i r c ~ c e s  that alter 

the behaviour of the biologicai cornrnunities, populations or ecosystems is gathered 

(Freeman 1 992). 

Traditional science takes a more reductionist approach to understanding nature. 

Complex ecological systems are studied by reducing them to their component parts and 

then studying each part individually. Science is based on a systern of formulating and 

teshg a set of alternative hypotheses which make predictions fiom theories, laws and 

pmdigms arrived at through observations of nature. The outcome of the experiment to test 

an hypothesis leads to modification or rejection of the original theory, law or paradigm. 

The laws, theories and paradigms contained in TEK are aiso fomulated through 

induction fkom observation, but TEK is iimited in its capacity to vefi  predictions. The 

aim of much appiied scientinc research is to understand nature so that it can be controlled 

through systems of management. TEK does not aim to control nature but to understand 

nature so that applying the knowledge dows resource users to increase the efficiency with 

which they are able to exploit natural resources without destroying the essentiai integrity of 

the system (Mailhot 1993). 

Indigenous peoples are not the sole holdea of ecological knowledge generated 

tb.rough a group's experiences with nature over time. There are many industrial societies in 

which a segment of the population is also dependent to some degree on nature for their 

livelihood. The ecologicai knowledge possessed by these people is not 'traditional' in that 

its content and transmission are affected not just by the environment but by numerous 

aspects of modern society. Examples include the c o m m e r c i ~ t i o n  of the fishing industry, 

technological and industriai changes, formal education and movement of people between 

areas (Neis et al. 1994). Despite these ciifferences, resource users in industrial societies 



continue to accumuiate ecologicai knowledge through regular and continuous interaction 

with certain aspects of theK environment This knowledge is referred to as local ecological 

knowledge (LEK). 

In ntral Newfoundland, natural resources are used for both commercial and 

recreational purposes, e.g. the commercial f i s h g  industry is a major source of employment 

and recreational activities such as hunting and fishing are an important part of the culture. 

A number of studies have documented the ecological knowledge of commercial fishers 

(Neis L 992: Felt 1993; Neis et al. 1995; Fischer et al. 1997), but there has been no 

investigation into the knowledge held by those who use natural resources for recreational 

purposes. Researchee have recently suggested that the ecological knowledge possessed by 

resource users represents a cntical supplement to scientific understanding and that 

incorporating this knowledge into management wodd improve the capacity to manage the 

resources sustainably (Freeman 1992; Johannes 198 1 ; Kloppenburg 199 1; Maiihot 1993). 

Using local ecological knowledge in recreational fisheries management will require an 

understanding of the effechveness of this system of understandhg nature and will also 

require the development of a systematic methodology for coilecting data fkom anglers and 

integrating it into the research and decision-makuig processes of management 

2.2. Local Ecological Knowledge and the Sou thwest Pond Seatrout 

A number of factors suggest that gathering the ecological knowledge of the people 

who exploit the Southwest Pond seatrout is an appropriate starting point for management- 

related research. The lack of any documented information about the seatrout means that the 

resource users are the people who hold the most knowledge about the fish population and 

its habits. Collecting this knowledge using a detailed and systematic methodology would 

very quickly and dramaacally increase the amount of documented information about the 

population. Idormation fiom the resource users about the range, distribution and migration 



pattern of the population will provide the data needed to design a scientinc study to gather 

more detailed data about those aspects for which information cannot be provided by local 

people. 

One area where locai knowledge could be very useful is in identifying changes in 

the seatrout population and its fishery over t h e .  Understanding past changes in the 

population will be very important for evaluating the current health of the population, 

however there has been no systematic monitoring of the population or its fishery in the past 

Monnation h m  resource users who may have witnessed any changes that have occurred 

is, therefore, the only source of this valuable information. Furthemore, funue changes in 

the population resulting fiom changes in management will be best recognized by resource 

users because they have the most experience with the population. Incorporatïng locai 

knowledge into the management process wili make management of the seatrout more 

sensitive to locai concerns and is a very good way of involving the resource users in the 

management process. 

The local ecologicai knowledge of Southwest Pond seatrout angiers was coiiected 

nom 15 anglers during the winter of 1995. Individuals beiieved to be knowledgeable about 

the seatrout were identified by members of the Indian Bay-Cape Freels Ecosystem 

Development Association. Each individual was contacted by telephone and asked ifthey 

would participate in a survey to gather information on the seatrout. individuais who agreed 

to participate were then interviewed using a standardized questionnaire that asked questions 

rdated to the seatrout's range, disiribution, Me history and fishery (Appendix 1). What 

follows is a summary of the information gathered through these interviews. 

2.2.1. Study area: the Southwest Pond Watershed 

The seatrout popuiation inhabits the Valleyfield Harbour area of Bonavista Bay 

North and a river system that flows into the Southwest Arm of the harbour (Fig -2.1). The 

river system, located adjacent to the highway leading to the island of Greenspond, is 



unnamed but its major feature is a large water body c d e d  Southwest Pond. The freshwater 

range of the seatrout consists of Southwest Pond and two of the brooks flowing into i t  The 

brook flowing into the pond in the southwest corner is BIack Brook. The brook flowing 

into the northwest corner is unnamed, but the area where it enters the pond is b o w n  as 

Headquarters. This section of the system consists of a series of d e r  ponds connected by 

short sections of river. The nIst two ponds above Southwest Pond are called Little 

Southwest Pond and Otîer Pond. Above Otter Pond is a large steady cded  Coakers 

Steadies or Coakers RattIes and above this is another senes of smaU unnamed ponds. 

Above this series of ponds the river branches before crossing the highway (route 320). 

Immediately above the highway on the right branch is a pond called Starvation Pond- 

Other fish known to inhabit the river system include smelt (Osmerus mordm), 

brook trout (Saivelinus fontindis), eel (Anguilla rostrata), and stickleback (Gasterosteus 

amleattls). One person aiso reported the presence of Germa brown &out (Saho m a )  in 

the river system'. The most abundant fish in the river system is smelt which are found there 

in particuiarly great numbers in the winter. In August, when the smelt have gone to sea, the 

seatrout is the most abundant fish in the river system. 

Southwest Pond is connected to the ocean by a larger, but relatively short 

(approximately Som), brook The Southwest Ann of Vaileyfidd Harbour is made up of a 

number of pond-Iike areas. At the bottom of the arm, where the brook enters, is a salt pond 

known as Saltwater Pond. This is comected to another pond-like area at the top of 

Southwest Arm by a short, narrow, shallow channel. These salt ponds are navigable fiom 

the sea by small boat to the top of Saltwater Pond 

The saitwater range of the seatrout includes the Southwest Ami and Valleyfield 

Harbour south to Greenspond Island. There were two informants who reported that there 

may be populations of the Southwest Pond seatrout in the nearby Indian Bay River 

The range of brown trout in Newfoundland is thought to be restricted to the Avalon Peninsula. 
The reference to brown trout in this case probably stems fiom the local use of the name to refer 
to another type of fish, probably land-Iocked or juvenile Atlantic salmon. 



Figure 2.1 Map of the Southwest Pond river system and Valleyfield Harbour showing 
the locations described by respondents in the LEK w e y .  Ali of the names except 
Southwest Pond and those in Valleyfield Harbour are local names and, therefore, are not 
found on official maps. 



system and one who believed that the fish may be found in a pond near Newport These 

reports codd not be c o b e d  by the infonnants however, as neither of them had any 

direct knowledge of these other populations. 

2.22. Description of the Southest Pond S e a b - o ~  

The fish are recognized as being distinct by local people and are known by a 

number of names including: seatrout, saltwater trout, steelhead, brook salmon, saimon, 

Southwest Pond trout and Mystery Fish of Bonavista North. AU of the people i n t e~ewed  

believed that the fish are more like Atlantic salmon than any other type of fish; there was 

some disagreement, however, as to the exact species. Some people beiieve tkt,  although 

they are very similar in appearance to salmon, the fish are a c W y  some type of trout. 

Others believe that they are a "race" of small salmon that has a limited range in the oceaa 

The appearance of the fish in both body shape and color is generally described as 

being very much like that of Atlantic salmon with the exception that the seatrout tend to be 

smailer than typicai salmon. The fish are silvery on the sides and undemeath and with a 

brown or black back (although some individuals may have a green back in saltwater) and a 

grey patch on the side of the head. They have dark spots on the sides and on the head. The 

fish are bright and silvery when they first enter fieshwater from the ocean but this 

brightness begins to fade after a few weeks in keshwater. Most people reported that 

individuais of the Southwest Pond population c m  be distinguished fÎom Atlantic salmon by 

a number of morphological charactenstics. The head of the seatrout is shorter or more 

"snubby" than that of a sahon  and the tail is less forked. In contrast to s ahon  flesh, which 

is deep pink in colour, the flesh of Southwest Pond seatrout is reported to range fiorn white 

to very pale pink. 

The size of fish caught in both fieshwater and saltwater can be anywhere between 8 

inches to 20 inches (3 pounds). When asked to give the size of fish caught most often, 

many people were not able to pick any one size that was most common. Those who did 



usually said the most cornmon size was around 12 to 15 inches (1.5 to 2 pounds) or "around 

the size of a herring". The fish are reported to reach sizes of up to 10 pounds, but people 

generally consider an individuai to be large when it reaches the 3-to-5 pound range (Table 

2.1). 

2.23. Life History of the Sourhwest Pond Seab-ouf 

The fish begin to migrate to the ocean in the spring when the ice begins to leave the 

pond, usually around the middle of May. Fish caught during this t h e  range fkom 6 inches 

up to 3 pounds or more. The fish in the 6-10 inch range are thought to be migrating to the 

ocean for the b e  while the larger ones are probably fish that retumed to Eeshwater the 

previous f d  and spent the winter in the river system. These fish, c d e d  slinks, are dark in 

colour and very thh, suggesting that they do not feed well over winter. It is thought that 

when they do feed, their diet in freshwater is probably made up of smelt and aquatic insects. 

These food sources may be especially important for the juvenile stages. Mer  the Esh leave 

the pond in spring they are thought to vend the summer months in and around Valleyfield 

Harbour. There they are often caught as bycatch in commercial fishenes for other species 

such as herring (Clupea harengur) and smeit People in the area have no knowledge of 

seatrout being caught outside of this local area and so believe that they do not move long 

distances in the ocean. The fish that return to the brook in the fall are much fatter than the 

ones that leave in the spring, suggesting that in saltwater they feed heavily and add weight 

quickly. The fish plant in Valleyfield is thought to provide a major food source for the trout 

while they are in the harbour. Offd is discharged direcdy iÏom the fish plant and also 

transported in large amounts via boat to the entrance to Valleyfield Harbour and dumped. 

The fish are also thought to feed on "sea worms" and other invertebrates while at sea 

The fish begin to migrate back to Southwest Pond and the brooks above it in late 

Jdy. This migration continues weU into September with the peak run occurring in August. 

There are reports of nuis occurring as late as October but these runs appear to have 



disappeared in recent years. The migrating fish are thought to be the sarne ones that left the 

pond in the spring and therefore have only spent two to three months at sea. 

Spawning is believed to occur in October or November. None of the informants 

had actuaily witnessed the fish spawning, probably because the angling season is closed in 

the fdl and anders are generdy not near the brooks at this time. A nurnber of possible 

spawning sites were identifïed based on where fish appear to remain into the f d .  The nrst 

is in the area above Otter Pond known as Coakers Steadies. This area is characterized by 

fast flowing, shaiiow water with a mud and grave1 substxate. The second location is in 

Black Brook a shoa distance above Southwest Pond. This area is characterized by fast 

flowing, shallow water with a sand and rnud substrate. The srnallest individuals that 

become s e x d y  mature are around 9 inches in Length (however one person reported seeing 

spawn in a fish as smaii as 4 inches). 

2.2.4. n e  Southest Pond Seutrout Fishery 

There is a fishery for the seatrout in both freshwater and saltwater. The majority of 

the fish caught are angied with lure or fly, however there are reports of past (and probably 

present) illegal netting activity in saltwater and in the estuary. There is a large by-catch of 

trout in various traps for other species including capeh (Mallofus villosus), smelt and 

herring. The type of trap gear used rnakes it possible to reiease most of the trout unharmed, 

however the gened feeling is that some fishermen iUegaiIy keep many trout. 

Angling is most productive in fieshwater when the fish are migrating to the ocean in 

the spring or from the ocean in the fd. Fishing effort is greatest in Southwest Pond, 

particularly at the M o w  of Black Brook and at Headquarters, however fish can also be 

caught in Sdtwater Pond, Little Southwest Pond, Otter Pond and Coakers Steadies. The 

fish are much harder to catch by angling in the fa and angiers suggest that this is because 

they have spent ail m e r  at sea feeding and are not very hungry when they r e m  to 

fieshwater. In saltwater the seatrout cm be angled during lune, July and August fiom 



various places dong the shores of Valleyfield Harbour. The two most heavily fished areas 

are the tish plant wharf in ValIeyfield and the causeway to Greenspond. There is a fishery 

that takes place through the ice during winter in Southwest Pond This fishery is mainly 

targeted at the large smelt population that inhabits the pond in winter, but seatrout c m  aIso 

be caught during thiç time. A number of people reported that Otter Pond is a good place to 

catch seatrout in winter. 

A good &y's catch was reported by most people to be between one and £ive 

seatrout, well below the current provincial bag limit of 12 fish. A number of people said 

they wodd be satisfied with catching only one fish if it was in the two-pound range. Two 

of the informants reported that a good day's catch would be the 12 fish limit, but one of 

these people suggested that he would be satisfied to release some of his catch (see Table 

2.1). 

Anglers report dramatic changes in the population of seatrout in recent years (Table 

2.1). Many anglers are concemed that a marked decrease in the numben of adult fish 

retuming to the brooks to spawn coupled with an almost total disappearance of large fish 

(greater than 45cm) is an indication that the population is in serious trouble. It is believed 

that the construction of the road to Greenspoad in the 1970's was one of the events that has 

Led to the problems being experienced today. The road was built dong the southem shore 

of Southwest Pond and has greatly increased accessibility to the whole system. This has led 

to serious overexploitation because the cument regdations do not adequately protect the 

population. Overexploitation resulting fiom increased accessibiby is especidy senous in 

the spring when the fish are rnigrating to sea They are very easy to catch by angling at this 

time, pro bably because they are just beginning to feed as the water wamis, and people feel 

that too many trout are caught before they get the chance to reach the saltwater. The fish 

are not very good to eat d e r  spending ail winter in fieshwater and a number of informants 
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Table 2.1. Cont'd 

Management 
Suggestions 
License 
En forcement 
No eel fisliery 
Stricter quotas 
Licensed 

# 
Y ears - 
40 

Average 
S ize 

Size to S ize S ize Good 
Sea Mature Large Catch 
15-16 in 12 in 22-23 in 1-2 fisli 
(herring 
sizel 

Past Changes in 
Population 
A lot less fish 
No big ones lefi 

Reasons for 
Chaiiges 
Greenspond road 
Eel fisliery 

15-16 in 
(herring size) 
(but varies) 
12-15 in Smolt 1 2 Ib 1 30 in 1 2-3 fisli 1 Less fish 1 Netting ai sea 

s ize 
1 

(5 Ib linlit) Over fishing 
- - - - Less fish Netting at sea 

Poaching 
Netting at sea 
Greenspond road 
Overfishing 

(spring) 
Lack of 

management 
Eel fishery 
Netting at sea 
Greenspond road 
Eel fishery 

6-8 in 7-8 in 28 in 2-4 fish Less fish 
No big ones left 

Stricter bag liniits 
No spring fishery 
No winter fishery 

- - 

(but varies) 
2-3 fish A lot less fish 

No big ones left 
Stricter bag limits 

1-2 Ib Smaller 
(herring than a 
size) herring 

3-4 smaller A lot less fish 
fish or 1 
herring size 
fish 

Stop netting and 
poaching 

More enforcemeiit 

Up to 7 Ib 
(but varies) 



feel that it is wastefùl to catch the fish at this time because the same fish cm be caught in 

much better condition in the f a -  

Anglers are concerned that they seem to be the only ones who care about the health 

of the population. They reported that there is iittie, ifany, monitoring of fishing activity or 

enforcement of regdations on Southwest Pond. Almost every informant agreed that a new 

system of management is needed if the population is to survive. Suggestions from various 

people included a licensing system, stricter bag Iimits, angiing seasons that more closely 

match the migrations of the fish, more monitoring of the fishery, size restrictions, and 

elimination of the winter fishery. There were very strong feelings among some informants 

that overfishing during the spring migration to the sea must be stopped. ïhere was also a 

great deal of concern over illegal netting of the fish in Saltwater Pond and Valleyfield 

Harbour (Table 2.1). 

A number of the anglers expressed concem over the effects of the eel fishery that 

takes place in the riven during the f d .  Their opinion was that placing eel nets across the 

brooks kas many juvenile seatrout dong with juveniies of other species and prevents the 

migration of ad& to the spawning grounds. Anglers feel that the regdations goveming 

the eel fishery do not adequately protect other fish species and that existing regdations are 

not adequately enforced. Many anglers believe that the seatrout population will not recover 

until something is done to diminish the impact of the eel fishery on other species. 

2.3. Synthesis of the Local Ecological Knowledge 

The rnajority of the people exploithg the Southwest Pond seatrout population do so 

through the recreational fishery, dthough it appears as though bycatch in other fishenes also 

contributes to the harvest Ail of the people interviewed were anglers whose expenence 

fishing for the seatrout ranged nom 12 years to over 50 years. There were a number of 

aspects of the ecology of the population about which anders possessed very detailed 



knowledge. One area where anglers were very knowledgeable concemed the distributional 

range of the population in both fieshwater and saltwater and the temporal change in 

distri'bution caused by migration. Anders were able to provide information about fish size 

at first migration to the sea and ikt maturity? the range of sizes found in the population, and 

feeding habits. They were dso quite knowledgeable about the fishery and provided 

information on spatial and temporal vanation in fishing effort and relative catch rates, gear 

usage and average catch. The information provided by angiers about changes in population 

sïze and structure over time suggests that early reports of declining population health may 

be correct The anglers were not only able to provide these valuable data but also had good 

insight into possible causes and were able to suggest a number of solutions to the problems 

being experienced there now. Anglers were able to provide detailed information on the 

physical description and characteristics of the seatrout Although every person recognized 

the fish as being saimon-like, there was some disagreement over whether the fish is a 

salmon or a trout. This lack of a precise identification is not surprising given that 

taxonomists often have to rely on very detailed morphological or biochemicai data to 

i denw closely related species. 

There were a number of aspects of the ecology of the population that anglers were 

not f d a r  with. Although they were able to provide information on the size of individual 

fish at various stages of the Me cycle, they were not able to determine how old a fish of a 

given N e  is. Without this information the grolkth rates, age at matunty, and age structure 

of the population cannot be determined. Although the anglers were aware of large changes 

in the size of the population over tirne, they were unable or unwilling to estimate the actual 

population size. The Somation about spawning location may not be very accurate 

because no angier reported having acttially witnessed the fish spawning. The information 

not available fiom anglers cm be collected by more scientifk means however, and the 

information gathered fkom anglers provides a valuable database fiom which to design a 

more formal study to collect the data. 



There was a high level of coosistency between anglers in their answers to most 

questions. There was some variability in the answers to questions in which respondents 

were asked about timing of migration or sizes of fish; most of the responses to these 

questions, however, included ranges of times or *es and there was a great ded of overlap 

between anglers in their ansvers. Although aii of the informants agreed that the size of the 

population has been decreasing, the= was some disagreement over the cuirent health of the 

population. Older anglers who had fished the population before the effects of overfishing 

became apparent tended to believe that the population was in worse shape than those who 

had never experienced the population at a time of greater naturai abundance. 

The hdings of this study demonstrate that resource use does not have to be 

commercial or subsistence in nature for the users to accumulate ecological knowledge 

through their association with the resource over time. In the case of the Southwest Pond 

seatrout, the sustained recreational use of this local population has led to accumulation of 

local knowledge about a number of aspects of its ecology and fishery. Many fish 

populations exploited for recreatîonal p q o s e s  may not expenence such sustained use by 

mainly local people, however the results suggest that anglers utilinng the a fish population 

repeatedly over tirne will become knowledgable about certain aspects of its ecology and 

fishery. This finding has a number of implications for recreational fishenes research and 

management and demonstrates the validity and importance of including anglen in research 

and management ri& f hm the beginning of the process. 

The knowledge possessed by the angler population represents the sum of numerous 

observations by various individuais over many years. The result is that some of the 

information gathered fiom anglea is much more detailed than can ever be obtained by 

sampling the fish population over the same tirne period For example, a m e y  to cotlect 

data on the distribution and migration patterns of the population would involve time- 

consuming and expensive sampling in both fkshwater and saitwater. This same 

information can be collected fiom anglers over a period of a few weeks with minimal cost. 

Given the knowledge that some anglers ho14 angler input may prove to be quite useful in 



designing sampling strategies and interpreting the resuits of scient& work. This may be 

especiaily so in situations such as in Southwest Pond where little scientific information is 

avdable about a resource which is already king exploited When anglers have objections 

to current or proposed management strategies, these objections may be based in part on 

their own understanding of the workings of the environment, Therefore it would be wise to 

attempt to understand angler viewpoints when such objections arise because the anglers' 

interpretations of potential outcornes may be based on a much wider database than that 

normally avdable to scientists or managers. 

The results of this study highlight the value of communication between anglers and 

the individuals and agencies responsible for managing the fishery. Scientists and managers 

can leam a v a t  deal fkom the resource users if they are willing to make the effort to collect 

and understand that bowledge. This study demonstrates that many of the anglers are 

knowledgeable about and interested in the resource, and therefore are pmbably willing to 

leam fiom managers and scientists as weU. In many cases, however, a feeling of trust must 

first be developed between anglers and those responsible for research and management. 

Gathering the knowledge of angles and incorporating it into the management process is an 

excellent method of building this trust and c m  be an important early step in building M e r  

communication between anglers and managers. 

The data gathered in this study does not contain the total local ecological knowledge 

of the people who angle for the seatrout of Southwest Pond. Every person farniliar x v i t h  the 

population wiil have made and fomed hîs or her own observations and conclusions. 

Furtherrnore, it is not likely that the total ecological knowledge possessed by one person 

could be gathered ui a few, relatively brief contacts. 

The data gathered in this study highlights the areas where anglers can be most 

helpful in g a t h e ~ g  data, however information fiom angiers does not contain the answers to 

many of the major questions about the ecology of the population. Although the data 

provided in this chapter will prove to be very useful, more information about the ecology of 

the population is required if management is to be successful. The &ta collected in this 



chapter will be used to design a more scientinc study of the population that will build on 

and complement the information presented here. Data nom both sources will then form the 

database fiom which successful management cm evoive. 



C W T E R  3: AUTECOLOGY OF THE SOUTHWEST POND 

SEATROUT 

3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1. The Need for BioIogicaI Dnfa 

The design, application and monitoring of a sustainable recreational fishery 

management plan requires knowledge of the biology and ecology of the species, 

population or stock to be managed. If sustainable exploitation is a goal of management, 

one important Somat ion  requirement necessary to prevent over-exploitation is an 

estimate of the number of fish that can be removed by the fishery without negative 

impact. Making this estimate requires information about the population's size and 

production which in tum depend on recmïtment, growth and mortaïty rates. Also 

important fiom a conservation viewpoint is knowledge of the habitat required by the 

population at al1 stages of the life cycle and knowledge of where or when fish are most 

vulnerable to fishing or other human activities and thus may require special protection. 

Beyond these minimum information requirements for resource conservation, 

scientificdy collected data on an exploited population is necessary if the goal of 

management is to maximize the benefits that the recreational fishery provides. The 

ecological characteristics of a fish population must be assessed to detennine the benefits, 



both in terms of fish yield and recreational experiences, that can be denved by angles. 

Furthemore, if economic benefits are to be realized fiom a fishery it wiU be important to 

be able to define the product in ternis that angien relate to. These t e m  will include fish 

habits, numbers of fish available to each angler, size of fish in the catch, timing of the 

fishery, and habitat or environment to be fished. 

The practice of managing recreational fishenes with harvest regulations is an 

accepted means of enhancing and protecting fish populations (Noble and Jones 1993) 

and is widely used to control the recreational harvest of fish in Newfoundland. The 

effectiveness of individual regulations at protecting or enhancing a fishery wiU depend in 

part on the biologicai and ecological characteristics of the population being managed. 

For example, slot limits to protect fish of a certain size to d o w  them to be caught at a 

more desîrable larger size will be counter-productive if the increased density of fish in the 

protected size range results in reduced gmwth that keeps them fiom reaching the desired 

size. Management with regdations is therefore more Iikely to be successful if regulations 

are chosen with consideration of how they wiLi interact with the ecological characteristics 

of the exploited population. 

In the above example, data on length and age distribution, growth rate, and 

density dependent effects on growth rate require evaluation before such a regdation is 

implemented. After regulation began, the parameters would then need to be rnonitored, 

dong with other parameters such as abundance, recniitment and fish condition to 

detennine whether the new regulation is havîng the desired effect. 

Time senes of detailed biological and ecological data can be used to study the 

dynamics of exploited populations. The field of population dynamics involves the study 

of rates of growth, mortality and recruïtment within a population and how these rates 

change with exploitation. Studies of population dynamics often lead to models that 

predict fish yield at various stock densities or rates of fishing. In Newfoundland, stock 

recruitment relationships for anadromous populations of Atlantic salmon are used to 

predict the adult stock size that maiamizes recruitment and thus, the number of fish 



available to the fishery. Constnicting these stock recruiment relationships requires data 

on adult and smolt numbers, sex ratios of adults, number of eggs per adult female, and an 

estimate of the production potential of various habitat types and the relative abundance of 

these habitats within the river system (O' Conneii and Dempson 1995). Population 

dynamics and associated yield rnodels play a crucial role in managing commercial 

fisheries where the object is usuaiIy to O btain the maximum sustained yield (MSY) nom 

the fishery. Although the goal of managing recreational nsheries is to derive benefits 

beyond MSY, knowledge of the dynamics of an exploited population is important for 

predicting the effects of harvesting fish through recreational fisheries and may prove 

usefid for s e thg  harvest Levels to maximize the overall benefits derived from individual 

fisheries. 

3.1 2 .  Data Requirements and the South west Pond Seatmut 

Data requirements for managing recreationd fisheries usually include, but are not 

limited to; growth of individuals, feeding habits, migration, mortaliq @oth fishing and 

naturd), reproduction (sex ratios, f ecunw? recruitment, age at maturïty), abundance, 

size (length and age £kequency distribution, condition), habitat requirements and the 

production potential of the habitat. The Southwest Pond seatrout is a unique case 

because, while it aiready supports au eqanding recreational fishery, no data have been 

collected concerning its biology, ecology or Me history. Before any effort can be made 

to shidy the size of the population, its recruitment or mortality, or to study its dynamics, 

research must be first duected at gathering basic information about the population such as 

its range and distribution, migrational habits, growth, age at rnaturity, and fecundity. 

Accurate identification of the species will also be important because it will allow new 

data to be evaluated against to other information available about the species. Some of 

these important initiai data were coiiected through the LEK snidy of Southwest Pond 

anglers and this information can now be built on through direct study of the fish 



population. The purpose of this chapter is to provide data on a number of aspects of the 

ecology, biology and life history of the Southwest Pond seatrout. The data to be reported 

includes size frequency, age and growth rates, age at maturity, migration, sex ratio, 

condition, fecundty and species identification. 

3.2. MateriaIs and Methods 

3.2.1. Field Procedures 

Sampling of the Southwest Pond seatrout population was conducted fiom May to 

October 1995 and July to October 1996. information gathered fkom anglers through the 

LEK study (section 2.2.3) suggested that there are three distinct phases of the life history 

of the population that support three separate fisheries. The nwey was designed to 

sample each in turn; migration to the sea in the spring (sampled in May 1995), the 

saltwater phase (sampled in June and July 1995), and the spawning migration to 

eeshwater in the fall (sampled d u ~ g  the periods of Juiy to October 1995 and July to 

October 1996). 

Sampling sites were chosen based on Uiformation about the distribution of the 

population obtained fkom anglers in the LEK survey and addîtional sites were sampled 

periodically to test the accuracy of the information. The locations of ail sites sampled are 

sho wn in Fig .3.1. Sampling during the seaward migration in the spring was conducted 

60m the southem shore of Southwest Pond (site 1). Sarnpling in the sea during summer 

was conducted at locations on the Greenspond causeway (site L 7), the western shore of 

Greenspond Island (site 19), the site of the old fish plant on Pool's Island (site 18), the 

southem shore of the Southwest Arm of Valleyfield Harbour (site 16) and Saltwater 



Figure 3.1. Map of the Southwest Pond river system and Valleyfield 
Harbour showing the sites sampled throughout the survey. 



Pond (site 1 5). Sampling during the spawning migration in the fall was conducted 

throughout Southwest Pond (but mainly at Headquarters (site 2) and the mouth of Black 

Brook (site I4)), Little Southwest Pond (site 3), Coakers Steadies (sites 4 and 5) and 

areas in the upper reaches of both Black Brook (between sites 13 and 14) and the stream 

above Coakers Steadies (sites 6 to 12). 

Angling with bait was used to sample fish during both the spring survey in 

Southwest Pond and the summer s w e y  in the ocean and angling with an artincial fly 

was used during the fd migration. A fyke net was placed in Southwest Pond at 

Headquarters fiom September 5 to September 10 1995; its use was later discontinued as it 

was found to be much less efficient than anghg. Ail sampling occurred during daylight 

hours which was usually between 8am and 9pm. AU fish captured were meanired for 

fork length (FL, to the nearest 0.5 cm) and the date and location of capture were recorded. 

Most fish were released unharmed, aithough a randorn subsample of fish was collected 

throughout the survey for subsequent detailed analysis. 

Data on individuai fish were also collected by sampling the catch of anglers 

fishuig for the seatrout. This method of data collection codd possibly produce a biased 

sample, especially ifanglers are selective in the fish that they retain. However, few of the 

anglers whose catch was sarnpled reported releasing any of their catch. Assuming that 

clifferences in angler ski11 level do not significantly influence the selectivity of angling, 

this method was probably sunicient to produce a non-biased sample. Fish in the catch of 

anglers who agreed to cooperate were measured for fork length (FL, to the nearest 0.5 

cm) and weight (W, to the nearest 0.1 g) in 1995 and length only in 1996. When 

possible, the heads of these fish were coliected for removal of otoliths for age 

determination. S i x  mglers who participated in the LEK survey were provided with a log 

book and agreed to record their fishuig activity, number of fish caught (including 

releases) and, when possible, the length of each fish. They were also asked to fieeze the 

heads of al1 retained fish and turn these in with the completed log book at the end of  the 



fishing season. Ali of the log books were retumed at the end of the 1996 fishing season 

and a number of anglers also provided fiozen whole fish for M e r  analysis. 

3.2.2. Laboratos, Procedures and Data Analyss 

Al1 whole fish retained throughout the s w e y  (n=48) were immediately fiozen in 

the field and then renirned to the lab where they were stored dong with the fish and 

heads tumed in by anglers, at -10" C for up to 4 months. h e d i a t e l y  pnor to M e r  

analysis, al1 fish were thawed at room temperature and their fork length (FL,, to the 

nearest mm), head length (HL, fkom the tip of the snout to the farthest opercular edge to 

the nearest 0.1 mm) and weight (W, to the nearest O. lg) meanired. A scale sample was 

removed £iom the left side of each fish fiom an area between the Iateral Iine and the 

dorsal fin and later used in age, growth and migration history analysis. Each fish was 

dissected and its sex determined by examination of the gonads. OvarÏes fiom mature 

fernales (n=1 4) were h e d  in 10% formalin and then stored in either 10% fornalin or 

85% ethanol. Eggs were separated £?am the surrounding ovarian tissue and the total 

number of ripening eggs in each ovary was counted. 

Length and weight data were collected fkom an additional 35 fish sampled 

throughout the survey. Condition of each fish for the total of 83 individuals was 

estimated by Fulton's condition factor (K=WL' ). Analysis of variance --as used to test 

for differences in condition between fish in the spring sample and fish in the fall sample. 

Fish caught in saltwater during the surnmer were excluded fiom this analysis due to the 

srnail sample size obtained. 

Using data on head length and fork length collected &om the 48 individuals 

retained and an additionai 52 individuals sampled from anglers, a predictive hear 

regression equaîion was calcdated to allow fork length to be estimated fiom head length. 

This equation was then used to calculate an estimate of the fork length of individual fish 

from heads that were collected fiom anglers throughout the survey (n=66). 



Eight fish were randomly selected fiom the fidl 1996 sample and subjected to 

genetic andysis. While the fish were stiil hozen, a 1-2 g flesh sample was removed from 

the left side immediately postenor to the donai fin. The fiozen samples were placed in 

sterile 15 ml tubes and delivered to Bio-ID Corporation at Mernoriai University. A 100 

mg subsample was taken &om each of the 8 flesh samples and subjected to the DNA 

typing procedure known as Forensicdly Informative Nucleotide Sequencing ( R N S ) .  

Through this process, DNA was extracted f?om the sample and a specific segment of the 

isolated DNA amplined. The nucleotide sequence of the amplined DNA was determined 

and a phylogenetic analysis was carried out on this sequence to determine the closest 

relative in a database of known nucleotide sequences of saimonid fish. 

Scales removed from the fish pnor to dissection were stored dry in paper 

envelopes. A subsample of scales was removed from each sample and any regenerated 

scales (Le. those lacking a distinct nucleus) in this subsample were removed while 

viewing under a dissecting microscope at 18X magnification. The remaining scdes were 

then cleaned and mounted between two glas slides to facilitate age determination. The 

circuli pattern on the scales was viewed using a scale projector at 50X magnification. 

Annular growth checks indicating reduced growth during winter penods were discemed 

using the critena defîned by Power (1 969), and the age of the fish at capture was 

estimated by counting the number of muli  on the scale. Sea growth was distinguished 

from fkeshwater growth by the presence of widely spaced circuli on the scale and areas on 

the scale where sea growth was evident were recorded. 

From each sample, three scales that showed the clearest distinction between 

winter and summer growth were selected and the distance fÏom the scak focus to each 

annulus and to the scale margin was measured (to the nearest 0.02mm) dong the longest 

oral radius of each scale. In cases where measurements on one of the three scdes varied 

widely frorn the other two this scaie was discarded and the average of the other two was 

used. When measurements taken on the three scales varied widely the three scaIes were 

discarded and three more scaies were selected for measurement. Linear regression was 



used to calculate the relationship between scale radius and fork Iength for all scales 

measured. This equation was then used to estimate fork length of at the time each annular 

mark was formed on each scaie. The estimated fork length at each age for each fish was 

determined by averaging the length estimated by the two or three scaies measured fkom 

each fish. 

Sagittal otoliths extracted f?om fish sampled in the survey were stored dry in glass 

vials untii age detemination. Otoliths were placed in a container containing glycerin and 

viewed on a black background with a binocula. dissecting microscope using transmitted 

and reflected Iight at 12X to 25X magnification. When viewed in this manner clear 

borders were observed between hyaline and opaque zones radiating outward fiom the 

nucleus. Of the 154 otoliths examined, 150 (97.4%) were readable. Otoliths from fish 

caught in the spring had a hyaline zone on the outer edge and otoliths fkom fish caught in 

the summer and f d  had an opaque zone on the outer edge. It was therefore concluded 

that opaque zones are deposited during periods of rapid growth in the summer and 

hyaline zones are deposited during penods of slow growth in the winter. Assuming that 

these fish hatch in the spring, as  do other salmonids in Newfoundland, a full year of 

growth wouid be represented by a hyaline zone followed by an opaque zone. The age of 

each fish was therefore estimated by counting the number of hyaline zones deposited after 

the £ k t  m e r .  

A subsample of 27 fish was selected for analysis of otolith microchemicd 

characteristics as indicators of the migrational histories of these individuals. Also 

included in this analysis were otoliths fiom three anadromous Atlantic salmon sampled 

fiom the Humber River on the east Coast of Newfoundland in 1995. Data collected fiom 

the Humber River samples were used to compare the migrational histories of the 

Southwest Pond seatrout to the migrational history of a typical anadromous Atlantic 

salmon in Newfoundland. The rationale, procedures and results of this analysis wiil be 

described separatety in section 3 A.2. 



Sarnpling d u ~ g  the seaward migration in the s p ~ g  was conducted at site 1, 

however fish caught by angiers fishing in other areas of Southwest Pond were aiso 

sampled. Seatrout were abundant in Southwest Pond at the beginning of the spring 

sampling period (May 6, the opening day of trouting season) and were easily caught by 

anglen. By May 28, however, the seatrout had disappeared tiom the Southwest Pond 

river system and, although the trouting season remained open, most anglers had ceased 

fishing. No data on the fish were coilected in the spring of 1996, however during a 

survey of anglers fishing on Southwest Pond conducted at this tirne seatrout were 

observed to be abundant in Southwest Pond from the opening of the trouting season (May 

6) untii the last week in May. 

Ninety-two fish were sampled during the spring survey. The minimum data 

collected from each fish were fork lengths. Otoliths for age determination were obtained 

fkom 6 1 of these individuah, weight was obtained nom 41 of these Uidividuals and eight 

of these individuals were retained whole for M e r  analysis. The samples ranged in fork 

iength nom 2 1. l cm to 59.4cm with a mean of 30.2 cm. The length frequency distribution 

of ail fish sampled in the spring survey is shown in Fig 3 -2. The age of the 6 1 fish from 

which otoliths were obtained ranged fiom four to eight years with the modal age being 

four years. k e  was a great deal of variation in length within each age class resdting in 

a large overlap in the range of sizes at each age. Length at age data and the number of 

fish sampled from each age class are given in Table 3.1. The mean condition factor of 

fish sampled in the spring was 0.84 (n= 41, max.= 1.07, min.= 0.68). Al1 of the fish 

were immature, but many of the females were observed to have smail eggs beginning to 

develop in the ovaries, suggesting that these fish would mature later in the same year. 



Table 3.1. Mean length (L) at age and the range of sizes within 
each age for fish sampled in the spring survey 

Age n MeanL M i n L  M a x L  Std 

Data collected on aU fish retained during the spring survey (n=8) are included in Table 

3.3. 

The sdtwater environment was sampled during the summer of 1995 at site 15 in 

Saltwater pond and sites 16, 17, 18 and 19 in Valleyfield Harbour. Sarnpling in saltwater 

was not very successful and only 15 fish, including 5 from the catch of anglers fishing 

from the Greenspond causeway, were sampled during June and July. The mean length of 

the 15 fish was 20.1 cm, much less than the mean Length in both the spring and fall 

samples, suggesting that the summer sample is not representative of the population. AU 

of the fish sampled in saltwater were immature except one age 3+ male sampled fkom an 

angler on June 27 (FL = 20.6cm). The gonads of this fish were turning white and were 

slightly swollen, indicating that it wouid possibly mature later in the fali. The data 

collected Eom ail fish retained in the summer survey (n=10) are included in Table 3.3. 

The 15 fish in the summer sample included four immature parr taken from 

Saltwater pond on June 14. A large number of parr in the range of eight to 18 cm were 
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Figure 3 -2. Length kequency distribution of al1 seatrout sampled during the 
spring survey. 

observed in Saltwater Pond throughout June and Suiy 1995 and 1996, indicating that the 

juvenile fish make extensive use of this estuary at least in the summer. 

The poor sampling results in saltwater are probably due to a number of factors 

including the large area of Valleyfield Harbour and the inaccessibility of many areas of 

the shore h e .  Information fiom angiers that many fish are caught in capelin and smeit 

traps throughout the harbour suggests that sarnpling in saltwater could be improved by 

using tmp gear rather than angling. 



3.3.3. Resuh of the Fall Swvey 

Sampling of fish making the spawning migration back to keshwater in the late 

nunmer and fa11 began on Iuiy 15 in 1995 and July 25 in 1996. In 1995 seatrout were 

first observed in Southwest Pond on August 18 when a number of trout were seen at 

Headquarters. Reports fiom anglers fishing the week pnor to this date suggested that the 

migration began around August 10- 15. In 1996 there were seatrout already at 

Headquarters when the survey began on July 25 and anglers reported seeing trout in 

Southwea Pond as early as Jdy  15. Reports firom anglers in both years and information 

gathered in the LEK survey (Section 2.2) indicate that the run in 1995 was later than 

tl.sl.d* 

Seatrout were observed in Southwest Pond throughout the fall suwey but seemed 

to congregate mainly where water flowed into the pond at Black Brook and at 

Headquarters. Shortly after the seatrout appeared in Southwest Pond they also were 

observed in Little Southwest Pond and Coakers Steadies where they could be found 

throughout the fa11 surveys. The furthest point upstream where seatrout were observed 

was at site 7 where three trout were sampled on September 10, 1995. Sites 8 to 12 and 

sections of the brook between sites 7 and 12 and sites 9 and 10 were sampled between 

August 28 and 30, 1995, and October 5 and 8, 1996, however there was no evidence that 

the seatrout had migrated this far upstream. Site 13 and dl sections of Black Brook 

below were sampled on August 25 in both 1995 and 1996. There was no evidence that 

the seatrout had migrated past the point where the road crosses Black Brook immediately 

above Southwest Pond. It is possible that the fish do not migrate any further up BIack 

Brook, however it is aiso possible that they had either migrated past site 1 3 before it was 

sampled or the fish may not migrate M e r  into the brook until later in the year. 

Spawning of seatrout was not observed in either 1995 or 1996. A number of fish 

sampled on Oct 15,1995 were in very ripe condition and would have spawned very 
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Figure 3 -3. Plot of fork length against head Length for 100 seatrout sampled during 
the spring, Sumner, and fa11 surveys. The regression equation was used to estimate 
individual seatrout fork lengths from the lengths of seatrout heads collected fiom 
anglers throughout the w e y .  

shoaly &er that date. Most sections of the river above Southwest Pond as far as site 12 and 

Black Brook as far as  site 13 were surveyed for possible spawning habitat 1 995 and 1 996. 

A small amount of suitable habitat was obsewed between site 6 and site 7, however no 

suitable habitat was observed in Black Brook above site 14. There are large grave1 shoals 

in Southwest Pond itself at both Headquarters and the Black Brook outlets and in the 

shoa section of Black Brook between the pond and the point where it crosses the 

highway. AIthough spawning was not observed, fish were observed at these sites 

throughout most of the fa11 surveys. It is possible that these locations are important 

spawning locations for the seatrout. 
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Figure 3 -4. Length fiequency distribution of (a) all  seatrout sampled during the fa11 
survey and, @) the subsarnple of seatrout sampled in the fd1 for which sex was 
determined 

Data on both fork length and head length were obtained for 1 00 seatrout 

throughout the entire survey. Linear regression reveaied a strong and significant 

relationship between fork Length and head length (Fig. 3.3). This relationship was used to 

estimate the fork length of 64 seatrout from heads turned in by anglers at the end of the 

fdl surveys. The total number of fish sampled in the fall survey was 173. Minimum data 

collected fiom each fish was fork length. Otoliths were obtained for age determination 

from 72 of these individuais, sex was determined for 57 of these individuals, and weight 

was obtained fkom 42 of these individuals. Fork length of fish sampled in the f d  ranged 



Table 3.2. Mean length (L) at age and the range of sizes within 
each age for fish sampled in the fa survey 

Age n Mean L MinL MaxL Std 

3+ 12 24.9 19.7 28.8 3 .O9 

4+ 41 34.3 24.7 42.0 4-75 

5+ 15 36-9 23 -2 44.0 5.79 

6+ 4 49.6 48.5 5 1 .O 1-10 

fiom 21.3cm to 60.0cm with a mean of 34. km.  Sex was determhed for a subsample of 

57 fish. Twenty-three (40%) were female and 34 (60%) were male. The majority of 

these fish were mature however this subsample did hclude two immature females (FL = 

34.2cm and 30.0cm) and three immature males (FL = 26.4cm, 27.6cm and 3 1 .Ocm), 

representing 8.7% of the subsampie. The length f?equency distribution of ai l  fish 

sampled during the f d  survey is shown in Fig. 3.4a and the length fkequency of the 

subsample of 57 fish for which sex was detemiined is s h o w  in Fig. 3.4b. Both of these 

length fiequencies show a bimodal shape. The mean length of ail fish sampied in the f d  

survey was 34.1 cm; the mean length of males was 30.4 cm, signincantly less than the 

mean Iength of females at 39.6 cm (ANOVA p<0.0001). 

Age was determined for 72 of the individuals sampled in the f d .  The ages of 

these fish ranged fiom 3+ to 6+ years with the modal age being 4+ years. Length at age 

data and number of fish sampled from each age class are given in Table 3.2. 

Egg counts were performed on the ovaries of 14 female seatrout. Fecundity of 

females ranged f?om 544 to 2226 eggs per fish. Linear regression revealed a sigoificant 

effect of fork length on female fecundity.(Fig. 3.5). The number of eggs per centimeter 

of fork length m g e d  from 19 eggskm to 54 eggdcm with a mean 34.2 eggdcrn. The 



No. eggs = -880 + 57,3(Fork length) 
?= 54.7% 
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Figure 3 S. Plot of total fecundity against fork length for 14 mature fernale 
seatrout sampled during the fail survey 

mean condition factor of fish sampled in the fail was 1.23 (min=0.86, max=1.47, n=42), 

signincantly greater than the mean condition factor of 0.84 of the fish sampled in the 

spring (AVOVA, p<0.0001). Dam coUected on dl fish retained in the fdl surveys are 

included in Table 3 -3. 

The DNA extraction performed on the eight fish samples yielded sufacient 

amplified product for andysis. The nucleotide sequences obtained fkom al1 eight fish 

were identical and were compared with DNA sequences contahed in the data base of the 

Bio-ID Corp. The nucleotide sequences obtained fkom the eight samples were consistent 

with them being identined with very little doubt as Atlantic salmon (Saho  salar) 

(Bartiett and Davidson, Bio-ID Corp). 



Table 3.3. Sample number (Sam.), date and location (Loc.) of capture, length, 
weight, age, age at smoltincation (Sm. Age), number of summers spent at sea (Sea 
Sum.), sex and maturity state of all fish analyzed throughout the spring, summer and 
fall surveys. Swp is Southwest Pond, VH is Valleyfield Harbour and Est  is 
Sdtwater Pond. 



Table 3.3. Cont'd 



3.4. Growth and Migration Results 

3.4.1. Information fiom Scales 

The scales of the 48 individuais retained throughout the survey were examined for 

age, growth and migrational chancteristics. There was not always a clear distinction 

between winter and summer growth, especiaily at younger ages, making recognition of 

annuli difncult on many scales. The k t  annulus was absent from the scaies of some 

individuals and often difficult to discem in others. When present, the first annulus was 

usually only three to four circuli fiom the nucleus. Absence of the £k t  annulus may have 

been caused by its failure to f o m  due to the growth rate of the fish, however it may aiso 

have been a resdt of scales being sampled fkom an area on the fish that does not contain 

the site of nrst s a l e  formation (Power 1969). Absence of the fist annulus will result in 

the age obtained f?om the scde being one year less than the actual age of the fish, 

therefore ages obtained fiom scaies lacking the first aflfldus were adjusted upward by one 

year. M e r  adjustment, scde age agreed with otolith age in 44 out of 46 individuals 

(95.7%). When scale and otolith age differed, the otolith age was taken to be correct 

because aging kom otoliths tended to be less ambiguous than aging from scales. 

Although muli at early ages were difficult to discem. almost al1 scales showed 

an obvious and marked transition between slow juvenile growth and more rapid adult 

growth d'ter which annuli, when present, were easily discernable (as per Power 1969). 

This transition, which occurred shortly or b e d i a t e l y  d e r  a winter, was most likely due 

to smoltification with the subsequent rapid growth almost ceaainly occurring in 

saltwater. One 'year' of sea growth consisted of 8-1 5 weil spaced circuli with a total 

width of about one qmrter or less of the total radius of the scde. This relativeiy smdl 

amount of sea growth indicates a short saltwater growth period, probably only the length 

of one summer. Smoltification, as indicated by the marked increase in growth rate, 



occurred at age three in 26 individuais, age four in 16 individuals, age five in one 

individual and was not observed to have occurred in 6 individuais. 

Ail of the fish sampled in freshwater had previously migrated to sea at least once 

and sometimes twice. The circuii pattern on the scales of dl of the eight fish examined 

fkom the spring nwey  (mean FL = 26.8cm) indicated one summer of sea growth pnor to 

capture. Seven of these individuals were 4 years oid and one was 5 years old. These 

individuals had smolted the previous spring and migrated to sea where they spent one 

summer before rnigrating back to fieshwater to ovenivinter. It is possible that some of 

these fish had matured and spawned the previous fdl, however spawning marks were not 

observed on scales from any of these fish. It is likely that ai l  eight fish wodd have 

migrated back to sea again the following summer. The gonads of five of the eight fish 

were beginning to mature, indicating that at least these fish wodd have returned to 

freshwater and spawned later in the year. 

Twenty-one of the fish anafyzed from the fall also had ody  one summer of sea 

growth on their scafes. These individuals had smolted the previous spring and were 

returnuig Erom their fïrst summer at sea when captured. These fish ranged fiom 3+ years 

old to 5+ years old. Eighteen of the individuds (mean FL = 26.6cm) were mature and 

would have spawned later that f d ,  however three individuals (mean FL = 29.0) were 

immature and would not have spawned that year. Scales of six individuals sampled 

during the migration back to freshwater in the f d  (mean FL = 34.9 cm) had two summers 

of sea growth representing two consecutive m e r s  at sea with the intervening winter 

spent in fieshwater. Four of these individuals were 4+ years old and had smolted at age 3 

and two of the individuals were 5+ years old and had smolted at age 4. Five of these 

individuals were mature and wodd have spawned later that fail, however one 4+ 

individual was immature and would not have spawned. It is possible that some of these 

individuais had spawned the previous f d  d e r  their first migration, however spawning 

marks were not observed on any of the scaies from these Uidividuals. 



The scales of one mature 5+ female sampled in the fali (sample F8) did not show 

any post-smolt growth aithough there was evidence of e h c e d  growth in the nnal one 

or two summers of Me. This individuai was somewhat silvery in appearance suggesting 

migration to the sea, however this siivering was not as intense as in other individuals 

sampled in the f a  and the size of this fish was less than other 5+ individuals. E s  

individual also had brown fins like those of a juvenile in the parr stage which indicated 

that it may not have smolted or may have been a resident Given these contlicting 

observations it is difficult to determine the migrational history of the fish based on these 

data aione. 

The scales of the seven fish analyzed from Valleyfield Harbour in the summer 

(mean FL = 18.1 cm) showed only the beginning of sea growth, revealing that these fish 

had smolted the previous spring and recently migrated to sea. Four of these individuals 

were 3+ years old and the other three were 4+ years old The scales of the four parr 

sampled in the Saitwater Pond estuary did not show any post-smolt growth, confirming 

that these individuals were indeed stiU in the parr stage. 

Scales of at least 26 of the 46 individuais showed increased growth marked by 

wider than normal circuli in one or more of the pre-smolt yean of Life. Observations of 

parr in Saitwater Pond suggest that this increased growth may be due to migration of parr 

to the estuary, however the circuli spacing during these periods was not as wide as during 

post smolt growth making it difficult to determine whether this growth occurred in 

fieshwater or saltwater. Because it was not known exactly what this growth represents or 

how reliable it is at characterinng the migrational habits of the fish it was not used to 

attempt to reconstruct movements of individual fish in the pre-smolt phases of the life 

cycle. 

Length-at-age back-calculated firom the scdes of the 45 individuals and length at 

age of capture fkom al fish sampled throughout the survey are plotted in Fig. 3.6. For 

the purpose of measuring mdi, the location of the first annulus was estimated on scales 

where it was not evident- Back-calculated lengths consistently underestimated the length 
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Figure 3.6. Average length at age of capture and average length at age back- 
calcuiated using scales of Southwest Pond seatrout. Back-calcuiated lengths 
consistently underestimated length at age of capture therefo re back-calculated 
lengths were not included in further analyses. 

at each age relative to the length at age of capture. It is assurned that length at age of 

capture is more reliable becaw  the length of the fish was obtained by direct 

meamernent of fork length or head length. The unreliability of the back calcdation 

method may have been due to a number of factors hcluding the difficulty distinguîshing 

between summer and winter growth, failure to h d  the fist annulus on some scales or the 

smdl sample size used. 



3.4.2. Information fiom Otolith Mkrochemistry 

Fish otoliths can act as storage units for a wide range of environmental 

information, revealing past growth rates as well as important Mie history and 

environmental transitions (Radtke 1984; Townsend et al. 1989). A relatively 

new technique for extracting information fiom otofiths is the analysis of microchemical 

characteristics by electron microprobe techniques to reconstruct past environmental and 

Iife history events of individuai fish. Most fish otoliths are composed of aragonite which 

is deposited rhythrnically in altemahg protein-rich and carbonate-rich layen as the fish 

grows (Degens et al. 1969). Trace elements can contaminate the aragonite deposited in 

the otolith during formation and, due to its similar valence (2+) and ionic radius (Sr = 

0.1 13 nm, Ca = 0.099 m), strontium is one of the more cornmon trace elements fomd in 

otoliths. The quantity of strontium deposited in the otolith is directly related to the 

quantity of strontium in the endolymph surmunding the otolith (Kalish I WB), which in 

turn depends on a number of physiologicd and environmental factors. 

One of the more important environmental factors affecthg the concentration of 

strontium deposited in the otolith is the salinity of the water in which the fish is living. 

Large ciifferences in SrKa concentration have been found when comparing otoliths of 

fish sampled from freshwater and marine environments due to the much lower 

concentration of Sr in fieshwater (0.07 ppm) than in saltwater (8 ppm). Dzerences in 

environmental concentration of strontium reflected in the portions of the otolith deposited 

in each environment have been used to reconsact the migrational histones of individual 

fish fiom diadromous populations (Cassehan 1982; Radtke et al. 1988; Kalish 1990; 

Secor 1992; Rieman et al. 1994; Limburg 1995; Radtke et a[ 1996). The main purpose 

of the following research was to use trace element d y s i s  of otoliths to provide 

migrational data about individuai Southwest Pond seatrout. By correlating 

microchemistry data with otolith macrostnicture (i.e. aatluli) it should be possible to 

determine the timing and duration of each seaward migration of individuals prîor to 



capture. This information, combined with data from scale analysis and length and sex 

data coiiected from the Esh, can be used to reconstnict the Life history of individuals and 

examine variation in He-history within the population. 

3.4.2.1. Application of the Micro~robe Technicrue 

AnaIysis of SrKa concentration in sagittal otoliths fkom 27 seatrout and three 

typical Atlantic salmon was performed at the School of Ocean and Earth Sciences and 

Technology, University of Hawaii. Otoliths of Atlantic sairnon from the Humber River 

were andyzed to aiIow the typical Atlantic salmon life history to be compared to the life 

history of the Southwest Pond seatrout. The samples were prepared for analysis by 

rnounting each otolith on a 2.5 cm diameter g las  disk and then grinding on the distal 

d a c e  to reved a section through the core region. A wavelength dispersive electron 

microprobe was used to obtain quantitative measurements of strontium and calcium 

concentration dong a transect across the ground surface of the otolith. This analysis 

involves bombarding the sample with a narrowly focused electron beam and measuring 

the wavelength and energy dispersion of the resultant X-rays. The X-ray wavelength and 

energy dispersion are related to the identity and quantity of the element being analyzed, 

in this case strontium and calcium, and therefore can be used to measure the 

concentration of these elements at specific points on the sample. Further details about the 

analytical conditions and procedure can be found in Radtke et al. (1996). Strontium and 

calcium concentrations were recorded at a series of 90 to 120 data points (dependhg on 

the length of the transect followed) spaced at approximately 10 m increments dong a 

transect fiom the core to the edge of the dorsal lobe. X-ray intensities were corrected and 

computed using the ZAF method (Reed 1975) and final elementai concentration 

presented as ratios of weight percentages. Relative measurernent error percentages were 

measured according to Radtke et al. (1996). Memement error values were in the range 



of 3% to 5%. Strontium and calcium concentration ratios were muitiplied by 1 0' for 

graphical presentation. 

Afier the microprobe analysis was complete the otoiiths were retumed to 

Memonal University for correlation of otolith macrostnicture with microprobe data. The 

otolith preparations were cleaned with ethanol to remove the carbon coat applied pnor to 

microprobe analysis. The samples were then examined under a binocular dissecting 

microscope at 75X magnincation to reveai both annuii and the bum mark ieft by the 

microprobe. Because grinduig increased the transparency of the otoliths, the right, 

unground, otoiith was aiso viewed under the same conditions to ensure that annuli on the 

ground (microprobe) sample were correctly identified. Meanwments dong the 

microprobe scan line, £?om the outer to the imer margin of each successive opaque and 

hyaline zone, were taken to the nearest m. The position of the hyaline and opaque 

zones were correiated to the andysis points fkom the microprobe data which allowed ages 

to be assigned to the microprobe analysis points and provided a cime series of 

environmental history for each fish. 

3-4.2.2, Patterns in SdCa Concentration 

Inspection of the distd face of Southwest Pond @out sagittae using transmitted 

and reflected light revealed clearly defined annuli within most otoliths. Sagittal otoliths 

of Southwest Pond seatrout were morphologicaliy dBerent fiom sagittal otoliths of the 

Atlantic s a h o n  sampted from the Humber River. The outermost opaque zones of the 

otoliths Born the Humber River salmon were very wide (up to half the width of the 

otolith in some areas), thick, and heavily calcified on the distal surface. This heavily 

calcifïed zone appears to be formed during the fidl year of post-srnolt growth at sea that 

these salmon typically experience. This zone was absent fkom most of the Southwest 

Pond seatrout sagittae. There was a small amount of thickening observed on the margin 

of some of the seatrout otoliths, however the zone that contained it was much narrower 



and îhe calcification much less extensive than on the otoliths fkom the Humber River 

samples. 

Measurements of SdCa concentration were obtained for 26 Southwest Pond 

seatrout and three Humber River salmon. The measured ratios of Sr to Ca ranged fiom c 

9 x 1 O4 to approximately 9 x 1 O5 . Within the transect across each otolith the ratio of Sr 

to Ca was variable, however distinct regions of high (usually >3 x 10-~) SdCa 

concentration were observed in most otobths. These prominent peaks in Sr/Ca 

concentration were interpreted as  the chernical signature of tirne spent in an environment 

of higher salinity. These peaks were usually associated with opaque (i.e. summer) zones, 

however a number of samples had peaks that appeared to be associated with hyaline 

zones. It is possible that some individuals oveminter in an environment of higher 

salinity, however it is also possible that measurernent error associated with microscopy 

and the electron microprobe resuited in Sr/Ca peaks occasionally being erroneously 

associated with winter rather than summer growth zones (Radtke et ai. 1996). in most 

cases, ifa large part of the SrKa peak occurred in an opaque zone, it was assumed that 

the peak was associated with this zone. 

There was an initial SrKa peak associated with the nucleus of the otolith in six 

individuals (samples F5, F9? F25, A25, G2 and 96-9). Kalish (1990) demonstrated that a 

peak in SrKa concentration in the otolith nucleus of progeny of anadromous parents is 

due to the presence of strontium sequestered in the egg yolk proteins during the seawater 

phase of ovarian development of the fishes' female parent and subsequently deposited in 

the otolith primordia during larval developrnent. Lack of this initial peak in the other 

seatrout samples does not imply non-anadromous parentage because no effort was made 

to directly sample the primordium. Thus this area was sampled by chance in some 

otoliths and not in others. 

homalous readings were recorded at some point on six of the 26 seatrout 

samples. Samples F20 and A9 had very high (%) SrKa concentration at the start of the 

microprobe transect. This was probably not due to accumulation of Sr in the developing 



egg as reported by Kalish (1990) because this high ratio continues into the fïrst nimmer 

in both samples. This result may be due to contamination of the otolith or failure of the 

microprobe scan to go through the core. The remaining data fiom sample F20 appears 

normal and demonstrates migration throughout Me. The S r/Ca concentration of sample 

A9 shows a decreasing trend throughout life however it does appear to show migration in 

a number of  years. Sample F 10 showed unusually low Sr/Ca concentrations and sample 

96-8 showed unusually high Sr/Ca concentrations throughout Life. The SrKa profiles of 

both individuals, however, did show distinct regions of relatively high and low &/Ca 

concentration that were interpreted as evidence of migration between environments of 

differing salinity. The SrKa concentration of sample 96-7 remained relatively high 

throughout and did not appear to show any evidence of migration. This individuai was 

5 1.0 cm in length and a known migrant caught during the fd migration. Repeating the 

microprobe anaiysis did not signincantly alter the data therefore it appears as though the 

migrational history of this individual was not well recorded in the otolith rnicrochernsîtry. 

This was the only individual of the six showing anomalous readings that was not included 

in M e r  analysis. 

3.4.2.3. Individual Life Historv Profiles 

A representative Iife history profile of an Atlantic saImon sampled fiom the 

Humber River (H3) is shown in Fig. 3.1 1. There are no large SrlCa peaks above 3 x 10" 

in the f5rs-t three years however there is a large peak associated with the heavily calcified 

zone beginning in the fourth summer and lasting a fidl year. This individual shows the 

expected life history profile of an anadromous Atlantic salmon in Newfoundand; three 

years of continuous fieshwater residence followed by a full year of sea residence 

associated with increased growth rate as indicated by a wide opaque zone on the otolith. 

This is consistent with the life history of salmon in the Humber River (Blair 1965). The 

other two salmon sampled from the Humber River had very similar life history profiles. 



The life history profiles of Southwest Pond seatrout (Figs. 3 -7 to 3.1 1) displayed a 

number of characteristics that distinguish them fiom the Me history profiles of a typical 

Atlantic salrnon. Most seatrout life history profiles had a SrKa peak in at least one of the 

pre-smolt years of We. Except when they occur in the nrst summer of Ne, these peaks 

tend to be smaller than ones that occur after smoltincation, suggesting that they may be 

due to residence in an environment with lower salinity than that of the fully marine 

environment Observations of nurnerous parr in the Saltwater pond estuary and the srnall 

size of the fish at this age suggest that these peaks represent migration to the estuary early 

in We. ThÏs is consistent with information fiom the scales of many seatrout that show 

increased growth in some of the early years of life suggesting movement to an 

environment of higher productivity. The relatively large height of the SrKa peaks that 

occur in the fht summer of life rnay be due to the small size of the fish at this time. 

Peaks representing fust migration to the estuary as  a pre-smolt occurred in the first 

summer of 15 individuals, the second summer of three individuais and the third summer 

of two individuals. Only one individual, sample F3 (Fig. 3 3 ,  did not appear to have 

migrated to the estuary as a juvenile. Multiple peaks indicating multiple migrations were 

common throughout the pre-smolt phases of many individuals. 

Smoltification and subsequent migration to the ocean appears to be indicated in 

most H e  history profiles by a marked increase in SrKa concentration, usuaily in the 

fourth or fifth summer, representing migration to the f d y  marine environment at this 

tirne. Post-srnolt peaks representing migration to the ocean usually occurred in al1 

subsequent opaque zones, c o n f ï g  that migrations are undertaken annually and that 

the length of time spent at sea with each migration is approximately the iength of one 

summer. Smoltification, as indicated by a relatively large Sr/Ca peak after the second 

summer, appeared to occur at age two in three individuals (samples F8, G6 and Ag), age 

three in 13 individuals (samples FI,  F2, F3, F4, F5, F9, F10, F20, F21, A5, A51, G2, and 

96-9) age 4 in eight individuals (samples A25, F7, F23, F24, F26, G1, G3 and 96-8), and 

age 5 in one individuai (sample F25). 



Six of the individuals anaiyzed were captured d e r  their fourth summer of Me. 

Samples F 1, F2, F3, F4, and F5 were four year old individuals caught in the spring and 

F21 was a 3+ year old individual caught in the fd. The SrKa profiles of these 

individuals are shown in Fig. 3.7. In the pronles of these six individuals a reIatively large 

peak in the fourth summer (Le. age 3+) associated with increased growth, as indicated by 

the width of the opaque zone, suggests smoltincation at age 3 followed by migration to 

the sea in the fouah summer and back to freshwater in the fdl. The individuais caught in 

the spruig probably would have returned to sea for the following summer while the 

individual captured in the fd would have oveMrintered in fieshwater. AU of these 

samples, except sample F3 which was the miallest four year old anaiyzed showed 

evidence of migration to the estuary in the pre-smolt years. 

Ten of the individuais anaiyzed were captured after their fifth summer of life. 

Samples F7, A9 and A25 were five year old individuais caught in the spring and samples 

F8, F9, FIO, F20, F26, G2 and G6 were 4+ year old individuals caught in the fall. The 

SdCa profiles of these individuals are shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig 3.9. The profiles of 

samples F8, and G6 suggest smoltification at age 2 and migration to the sea in the next 

three summea. Sample F8, a 28.2 cm female, was not as silvery in appearance as other 

fish caught in the fdl and had brown pectoral and pelvic fins like those of a juvenile in 

the parr stage. The migrationai history of this individuai could not be inferred fkom the 

scales due to codicting obsemations. The scales of this individual showed no post- 

smolt growth and the opaque zones on the otolith associated with the peaks indicating 

migration were relatively narro w demonstrating that this individual had migrated to a 

saline environment three times and became sexually mature without smolting. The 

appearance of sample G6 was the same as other fish caught in the fdl, however the size 

of this individual was considerably smaller (33.7cm) than wouId be expected fkom an 

individual that had made three post-smolt migrations and was close to the average size of 
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Figure 3.7. Strontium/Calcium profiles of the six Southwest Pond seatrout captured 
afler four summers of Me. Dark zones represent regions of mmmer growth and light 
zones represent regions of winter growth on the otolith. Sr/Ca peaks greater than 
three are thought to represent time spent in saltwater except in the profile of sample 
F5 where saltwater residence is probably represented by peaks greater than two. 
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Figure 3.8. Strontium/Calcium profiles of six of the Southwest Pond seatrout 
captured after five summers of life. Dark zones represent regions of summer growth 
and iight zones represent regions of winter growth on the otolith. SdCa peaks 
greater than three are thought to represent time vent in saltwater except in the 
pronles of samples F9 and FI0 where saitwater residence is probably represented by 
peaks greater than two. 
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Figure 3.9. StrontidCalcium profiles of four of the Southwest Pond seatrout 
captured after five summers of We. Dark zones represent regions of summer 
growth and light zones represent regions of winter growth on the otolith. Sr/& 
peaks greater than three are thought to represent time spent in sdtwater. 

fish that had made two post-smolt migrations. This individual may have smolted at two 

years with a subsequent slow growth rate, however the peak in the third summer could 

also represent migration of the fish as a pre-smolt, probably to the estuary, with post- 

smolt growth occurring in the final two SuITlIIlers before capture. This individual may 

also have migrated to the estuary in the second summer. 

The SdCa profiles of four individuds captured in their fifth year indicate 



smoltifkation at age 3 (samples F9, F10, F20, and G2) and migration to sea in the next 

two summers. Grinding the otolith of sample G2 resdted in the removal of the 

outemost opaque zone and, therefore, Loss of the Sr/Ca data in most of the nnal (fifth) 

s m e r  of life. The silvery appearance and high condition of this individuai when it was 

caught during the fa11 migration indicates that it was at sea in the nfth summer and the 

SrKa profile demonstrates that it had also been to sea in the fourth summer and was 

therefore a repeat migrant- The largest SdCa peak occurs in the fourth summer of the life 

history profile of sample FI O and this is associated with a wide opaque zone on the 

otoiith, suggesting smoltification at age 3 and migration to sea in the two subsequent 

years with the peaks in summers two and three representhg migration to the estuary. The 

scales of this individual, however, had a s m d  amount of post-smolt growth ody in the 

h a l  (fifth) summer of life indicating smoltincation at age 4 and oniy the subsequent 

summer at sea Given the large size of this individual (36.7cm) it seems more likely that 

the nrst year of post smolt growth was not well represented on the scales and that the 

migrational history inferred kom otolith microchemistry is correct. 

Three of the individuais captured in their nfth year appear to have smolted at age 

four and migrated to sea only in one summer prior to capture. The Sr/Ca profiles of 

samples A25, F7 and F26 show a large peak in the fifth summer, indicating first 

migration to the sea in the summer before capture. Examination of scales of sample F26, 

however revezls that this individual underwent two years of post-smolt growth. This 

indicates that the smailer peak in SrKa concentration occming in the fourth summer of 

this individual also represents post-smolt growth at sea and that this individual was a 

repeat migrant that had actually smolted at age 3. All three individuals had migrated to 

the esttmy in their fint year of !Xe and F26 and F7 continued to migrate throughout the 

Parr stage. 

The age at smoltification of one of the individuais captured in the £ifth year 

(sample Ag) was difficuit to determine due to the declining Sr/Ca ratio observed 

throughout life. This individual appears to have migrated to an environment of high 



salinity in summers one, two, three, and four and possibly in winter three. The largest 

peak after age two is in the third winter suggesting smoltification at age two and 

migration to sea in the next two SUII1n1ers with migration in the fifth summer being 

skipped. It is possible that migration in this summer did occur but due to the declining 

Sr/Ca ratio it was not well represented h the migrational profXe. Due to the anornalous 

readings obtained for this sample these data should be interpreted with caution. 

Six individuais were captured d e r  their sixth surnrner of life. Sample A5 was a 

six year old captured in the spring and samples F23, F24, F25, G1, and G3 were 5+ year 

olds captured in the fdl. The SrKa profles of these individuals are shown in Fig. 3.10. 

A relatively large SdCa peak in the fourth surnrner of sample A5 suggests smoltification 

at age 3 with previous migrations to the estuary. This individuai aiso shows a peak in the 

sixth summer indicating migration to sea in the summer before capture. The SdCa 

concentration in the fifth summer, however, remains relatively low suggesting that this 

individual did not migrate this summer or that a migration in this summer was not weli 

represented in the otoiith microchemistry. 

Four of the samples caught after six nimmers (samples F23, F24, G1 and G3) 

smolted at age 4 and made two subsequent migrations to sea before capture. Grinding the 

otolith of sample F23 resuited in the removal of the outermost opaque zone and, 

therefore, loss of the SrKa data in most of the sixth siimmer of Me. This individual had a 

large SdCa peak in the fouah summer indicating migration to sea and was caught as a 

mature individual rehiming from the sea in the sixth m e r .  ïhe  scalcs of this 

individuai confirm that it was indeed a repeat migrant. Sample G1 appears to have 

migrated to an environment of high salinity late in the first summer and then remained 

there for the duraiion of the parr stage. hcreased growth and a peak in SdCa 

concentration in the fifth and sixth summers suggest smoltifîcation at age 4 and 

migrations to sea in the two subsequent summers. The low in SdCa concentration that is 

interpreted as overwintering in fieshwater in the nfth winter is still above 3 x 10-~ 

niggesting that migration between fieshwater and the estuary, if it occurred in the pre- 
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Figure 3.10. Strontium/Calcium profiles of the six Southwest Pond seatrout captured 
after six summers of life. Dark zones represent regions of summer growth and Bght 
zones represent regions of winter growth on the otolith. SdCa peaks greater than three 
are thought to represent t h e  spent in saitwater. 



smolt years, rnay not have been weU represented in the otolith microchemistry. A 

relatively large peak in the nfth summer and a smaller one in the sixth summer of the Me 

history profiie of sample G3 niggests smoltification at age 4 with subsequent migrations 

in the next two sunmers. SdCa peaks in the second, thïrd and fourth summers suggest 

migration to the estuary in these years. The peaks representing these migrations continue 

into the second, third and fourth winters suggesting that this fish may have overwintered 

in the marine environment. Sample F24 had large peaks in surnmers five and six, the last 

two summers pnor to capture, Uidicating that this individuai was also a repeat migrant 

that had smolted at age 4. Sample F25 had Sr/Ca peaks in the fourth, nfth and sixth 

summen. The largest of the three peaks occurred in the siah summer suggesting 

smoltification and subsequent migration at age 5. Examination of the scales of this 

individual, however indicates smolting at age 4, therefore the Sr/Ca peaks in summers 

five and six represent migration to sea and the earlier peaks represent migration to the 

estuav 

Three individuds were captured after 7 summers of life. Sarnples 96-7,96-8 and 

96-9 were d 6 +  individuals captured in the f d .  The Sr/Ca profiles of samples 96-8 and 

96-9 are shown in Fig. 3.1 1. Sample 96-9 smoked at age 3 and migrated to sea in the 

next four summes with the height of the Sr/Ca peak declining with each subsequent sea 

migration. Sample 96-8 showed relatively high SrKa ratios throughout life, however 

there was evidence of migration in the data as this individuai had higher SrKa ratios in 

the fourth, nfth and sixth summers indicating smoltification at age four and migration to 

sea in the following three summers. Migration back to fieshwater is not well represented 

in the SrKa profile in the intervening winters, however it is not likely that this individual 

spent two full years at sea as it was considerably smaiier than would be expected. Due to 

the anomalous data the SrKa pronle of this individual shouid be interpreted with caution. 

Sarnple 96-7 also showed anomalous readùigs and was therefore excluded Erom the 

anaiy sis. 
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Figure 3.1 1. Strontium/Calcium profiles of the two Southwest Pond seatrout captured 
after seven summers of life (samples 96-8 and 96-9), the one individual captured after 
eight m e r s  of life (A5 l), and a typical Atlantic salmon sampled h m  the Humber 
River (H3). Dark zones represent regions of summer growth and light zones represent 
regions of wïnter growth on the otolith. SdCa pe& greater than three are thought to 
represent time spent in saltwater except in the profile of sample 96-8 where saltwater 
residence is probably represented by SrKa greater than five. 

One individual, sample A5 1, was caught in the spring after eight summers of Me. 

The SdCa profile of this individuai is show in Fig. 3.1 1. This individual spent the first, 

and possible the second, summer in the estuary before smolting at age 3 and then 

migrahg to sea in each of the five subsequent nimmers. It is likely that each of these 

peaks represents a separate migration rather than continuous sea residence because, 

although this individual was larger than average (59.4cm), it was considerably smaller 

than would be expected of a salrnon that had spent five full years at sea. Examination of 



the gonads of this individual indicated that it had spawned the previous f d .  The 

numerous migrations made by this individual and maturation of most other individuais 

after one or two migrations suggest that this individual had probably spawned in at least 

one other year as well. 

3,4,2,4, Matching of Ckculi Pattern and Otolith Microchernistrv 

Both otolith microchemistry and scales of 15 individuals (samples F 1 -F5, F7-F 10, 

F20, F21, F23-F26), were andyzed for migrational charactenstics. Among the 15 

individuals there was strong agreement between migrationai histories inferred fiom scales 

and fkom otolith microchemistry. Smolt age was most easily determined nom scales 

because these structures showed a marked change in the circuli pattern associated with a 

change in growth rate after smoltification. Hi& otolith SdCa concentration in the 

SUiT1II1ers after smoltincation confirmed that the subsequent rapid growth seen on the 

scales did in fact occur at sea Smolt age codd be determined fkom the otolith 

microchemistry of most individuais because the SrKa concentration typically showed a 

rnarked increase associated with migration to sea after smol~cation.  Assuming that 

smoltification does not occur before age two, the largest SrKa peak after the second 

summer marked the year of smoltification as seen on the scale in 1 1 out of the 15 

(73.3%) individuals. In one of the individuals where smolt age inferred from scdes and 

otoliths did not agree (sample F 10) it was believed that the otolith microchemistry was 

more likely to be correct than the circuli pattem on the scale. The coloration and lack of 

post-smolt growth on the scales of another individual (sample F8) indicated that this 

individual had not smolted, however the Sr/Ca profile demonstrated that this individual 

had migrated to sea in the last three summers. In this case, examination of the SdCa 

profile alone would lead to the erroneous conclusion that this individuai had smolted at 

age two. The SdCa pronles of the remaining two samples where otoiith and scale data 

did not agree (samples F25 and F26) did display a SrKa peak representing migration to 



the sea in the summer foiIowing smoltification, however there was a Iarger peak a year 

later associated with a second migration to sea that was interpreted as the fïrst post-smolt 

migration. 

Although the circuli pattern on the scales showed evidence of migration to the 

e-, this migration was more easily detected in the microchemistry data Of the 15 

samples for which both scale and microchemistry data were available there were a total of 

3 1 peaks in the Sr/Ca profiles that were thought to be due to residence in the estuary, 

however only 15 of these migrations were evident on the scales of the same fish. 

Neither scales nor otolith microchemistry showed any evîdence of recording a 

spawnùig event. Scdes were anaiyzed fiom only 5 fish that were likely to have spawned 

a sunicient amount of tirne in the past for a spawning check to have formed on the scale. 

Although no spawning check was detected on these scaies it is not known whether these 

fish did in fact spawn. Previous spawning most likely occurred in a number of samples 

for which microchemistry data were coilected (e.g. A5 1, A5) and, aithough multiple 

migrations were detected in these samples, there was no way to tell whether they had 

spawned fkom the SrKa data. 

3.5. Comparing LEK to the Results of the Suwey 

Data on the seatrout population's range, distribution, migration patterns, physical 

description and life history have been collected through both the LEK survey (Chapter 2) 

and direct study of the population. Much of the information gathered in the LEK survey 

of seatrout anglers was consistent with what was learned through direct sampling of the 

seatrout population. The physical description of the seatrout provided by anglers (Section 

2.2.2) was very accurate. Anglea reported a change in appearance and condition between 

spring and fall caught fish which was supported by data collected fkom the seatrout 

population. Anglers also reported that the fiesh of the seatrout had an unuSualIy white or 

pale pink coloration which was also consistent with what was found by examining 



individuals sampled fkorn the seamut population- The other morphological clifferences 

be~reen typical salmon and the seatrout reported by angles (Le. head and tail shape) 

were not examined in enough detail to determine the accuracy of this information. 

Aithough extensive data on the populations range, distribution and timing of 

migration were not collected through direct study of the population, the available data 

were consistent with the data provided by anglers. The Hie history suggested by anglers 

was also consistent with the life history as revealed through otolith and scale andysis. 

Although the scale and otolith studies provided much more detailed data about individual 

fish, the most unique feature of the Life history i.e. the short duration of the saltwater 

phase, was recognized by anglers. 

The size range of fish in the population as indicated by anglers was fairly 

consistent with what was learned by sampling the population. When asked to give the 

average size of fish caught, anglers d l y  provided a range of sizes and the range of 

sizes provided by most anglers was close to the actual average size of fish sampled from 

the population. The size at which anglers considered an individual to be large was near 

the upper end of the length fkequency distribution. Angles tended to overestimate the 

size at which the seatrout first go to se% probably because the fish at this stage of the life 

history are too s m d  to be easily caught by anglers. The size at k t  migration provided 

by anglers was closer to the average size of fish caught in the spring pnor to making the 

second migration to sea. 

The resuits demonstrate that angles can possess accurate knowledge about the 

fish populations that they exploit. Some information contained Ui the LEK of Southwest 

Pond seatrout anglers such as changes in the population over time could not be validated 

because this information was not available fiom any other source. The relative accuracy 

of the other Uiformation provided by anglers suggests that this information is probably 

accurate as well. Aithough the data collected through more traditional scientific methods 

is more accurate, the results demonstrate that the LEK of experienced anglers represents 

an altemate and reliable source of data. 



3.6. The Ecological Position of the Southwest Pond Seatrout 

The results of the genetic anaiysis of the Southwest Pond seatrout samples 

revealed that these fish are, in fact, Atlantic salmon, Suho salar (Section 3 -3 -3). 

Atlantic salmon are common throughout Newfoundiand in both anadromous and non- 

anadromous forms. The non-anadromous form, known locaily as ouananiche, spends its 

entire Me cycle in freshwater and may reach sizes of up to 48 cm (1.2 kg) (Scott and 

Crossman 1964). Populations of ouananiche are often prevented from moving between 

fieshwater and the ocean by an impassable barrïer, however populations do occur in 

locations that are accessible to the ocean. Individuais of anadromous salmon typicdy 

vend two to four years as juveniles in fieshwater before smolting and migrating to sea 

where they remain for one to two full years before retuniing to their natal rivers to spawn. 

When at sea the movements of some sahon may be extensive and some individuais fiom 

Canadian nven are known to migrate as far as the Greenland Coast. Salmon that spend 

oniy one year at sea before retuming to fieshwater (grilse) typically reach weights of 

1.4kg to 2.7 kg (50cm to 63 cm) however multi-sea-year salmon can reach weights of up 

to 9.1 kg (95cm) or more (Scott and Scott 1988). 

The Me history of the Southwest Pond seatrout is characterized by migration to 

the estuary in one or more years of the juvenile stages with some individuals migrating as 

early as the fïrst summer of Me. Smoltincation occurs in the spring, usuaily at age three 

or four but may also occur at age two or age five. M e r  smolting the fish begin to make 

annual migrations of shoa duration to the sea. These migrations begin in the spring, 

usually in May, and last for three to four months before the fish retum to freshwater to 

overwinter. Many of the fish wili become sexually mature during the fïrst migration to 

sea and subsequently spawn when they r e m  to fieshwater in the fd, however some 

migrating individuals appear to delay maturation until after the second migration. The 

high incidence of repeat migration means that many individuals have the opporhinity to 



spawn multiple times throughout their lives. With the exception of the use of the estuary, 

this migrational pattern is similar to that seen in anadromous Arctic char (Salveiinus 

alpinus), and anadromous broo k trout (Salvelinus fontinah), two other salmonid species 

native to Newfoundland. 

The Life histoy of the Southwest Pond seatrout is u n d  for A t h t i c  salmon in a 

number of respects, one of which is the apparently widespread use of the esnias, by 

juveniles. The use of the estuarine environment by Atlantic salmon pan has been 

reported fxom eastern Canada (Cunjak et al. 1989; Power and Shooner 1966; Huntsman 

1 945; Hutchings 1 985) and from Russia (Kasakov I 994). W e  there have been 

observations of sorne estuaruie parr retuming to fieshwater in the fall (Hutchings 1 985; 

Cunjak et al. 1989), it appears that most are larger individuals in a pre-smolt phase that 

eventually smoltifi in the estuary and continue their seaward migration. Use of the 

estuary by the Southwest Pond seatrout appears to be more extensive than that reported 

fkom other populations. Otolith microchemistry of the Southwest Pond seatrout 

demonstrates that almost aU of the addt fish examined had been to the estuary at least 

once as juveniles. Furthermore, parr of this population were ofien found to have entered 

the estuary very early in life and to have made a number of subsequent migrations 

between fieshwater and the estuary before eventually smolting and migrating to sea It is 

not known whether s m ~ l ~ c a t i o n  actually occurs in the estuary, however it is likely 

given the extent to which the parr make use of this environment 

The salinity tolerance of Atlantic salmon parr is known to be limited and inversely 

related to body sîze (Cunjak et al. 1990). To avoid hi& mortality, especidy at s m d  

sizes, the parr must be able to find areas in the estuary where they can take refuge nom 

hi& salinities. Saltwater pond is approximately 2.5 km in length and gradually narrows 

to about 10m-15m where the brook flows into the inner eshiary. The outer portion of the 

pond is separated nom the Southwest Am of Vailey£ield Harbour by a shallow siIl that 

restncts seawater input. Given these conditions it is likely that a long salinity gradient 

occurs lengthwise through the estuary. Furthermore, the long nanow shape of Saltwater 



Pond resdts in a sheltered location that probably minimizes mixing of deeper saltwater 

with overlying fieshwater. Given these conditions, it seems possible that juvenile 

seatrout in the estuary cm remain in water of fairly low salinity while making brief 

excursions into areas of higher sdinity. Larger parr, including the ones that were caught 

during the m e y ,  were seen farther out in the eshrary in water of higher salinity. 

Evidence of higher saIinity in the outer estuary is provided by the presence of a marine 

fish, Taurugolabrus adspersus, at the sampling site there. There may be a higher 

mortaiity associated with residence in the saline environment of the estuary, however this 

rnay be offset by the higher growth rate that the SUTviving parr experience. 

The reason for such extensive use of the estuary is not clear, however the 

proximty of the spawning locations coufd be a contributing factor. Many of the fish are 

believed to spawn in the stream oniy a short distance above Southwest Pond or on grave1 

shoals at the stream outlets in the pond itseK The distance between the estuary and these 

locations is oniy a few hundred meten, most of which is the lacustrine habitat of 

Southwest Pond Any rnovement downstream by recently hatched or older juveniles, 

either by displacement due to environmental conditions (Le. flooding) or migration in 

search of suitable habitat, would likely result in movement into the estuary. Further work 

is needed to identify the mechanism responsible for initiahg migration to the estuary and 

its effect on the popdation's production. Nevertheless, it is evident that Saltwater Pond 

is an important r e a ~ g  habitat for j uvenile Southwest Pond seatrout and should be 

considered as such for management purposes, including special protection for that 

habitat. 

The second m u a l  aspect of the Southwest Pond seatrout life history is the shoa 

duration of the saltwater phase and the associated hi& rate of repeat migration. Afier 

smolting, the seatrout migrate to sea in May and retum to fieshwater in Juiy through 

October with the majority of the nui occurring usually in August. An individual going to 

sea early and retuming Iate could conceivably spend almost six months at sea, however 

the typical length of tirne at sea is probably on the order of two or three months. This 



short amount of tirne at sea means that the fish cannot possibly migrate fa.  and 

observations of seatrout in saitwater throughout the summer by anglers and commercial 

fishermen suggests that many of the fish do not leave the immediate vicinity. 

There appears to be a relatively hi& rate of survival to repeat migration in the 

Southwest Pond seatrout population. Of the 46 individuais that had migrated to sea and 

subsequently retunied to freshwater, 16 (34%) were repeat migrants having made at least 

two migrations to sea and 5 (1 1%) had made three or more migrations. Dymond (1963) 

reported a repeat spawning rate of between 5% and 34% for selected Atlantic sairnon 

rivers in eastem Canada, Monnation collected korn anglers indicates that the number of 

large fish in the Southwest Pond seatrout population has drched drasticdy, probably 

due to over-fishing, suggesting that the natural survival rate is probably higher than 

indicated by the data presented here. This relatively high survivd rate is probably due to 

the short duration of sea residence which allows the fish to avoid much of the potentially 

hi& mortality associated with residence in that environment. The small size of the 

Southwest Pond river system and the close proximity of the spawning sites to the ocean 

means that migration upstream and subsequent spawning are probably less stressfid than 

in other populations resulting in a higher post-spawning Survival. Furthemore, a smail 

percentage of the migrating fish do not mature in each year thus eliminating the stress due 

to maturation and spawning in these years and M e r  increasing the probability of 

survival* 

The short duration of the sea phase resuits in a small size and relatively young age 

at maturation. Eighty-three percent of the fish migrating back to freshwater after one 

s m e r  at sea were mahiring in preparation to spawn that fd. These fish were al1 3+ or 

4+ years old, a full year younger than they wouid have been had they spent a niII year at 

sea A rough estimate of growth during each successive migration to sea can be obtained 

by taking the merence between the average length of fish sampled before and after each 

migration. This gives an average Uicrease in Iength of 8.4 cm during the fist migration 

to sea and 8.5 cm during the second migration to sea 'Rie average size of recentiy 



smolted individuais captured from the sea early in the summer was 18.5cm. Assuming 

smoltification at age 3, a length of around 18cm at smoltification, and growth of 8.5 cm 

during each migration, a Southwest Pond seatrout would have to reach an age of 7+ and 

make at least 5 separate migrations to sea in order to reach the size of a typical salmon 

that spends a full year at sea To reach the size of a small multi-year salmon that spends 

at least two years at sea a seatrout would have to reach an age of at least 9+ and rnake 7 

migration to sea Few saimon Live beyond 9 years in eastem Cana& (Scott and Scott 

1988), however Power (1 969) reported ages to 1 1 years in Ungava If the short duration 

of sea residence results in increased survival, it is possible that an unexploited Southwest 

Pond trout population wodd contain some individuals of this age. 

Repeat migration and multiple spawning results in a large number of year classes 

present during spawning. In 1996 there were manire individuals sampled from four year 

classes (ages 3+ to 6+) and the capture of one 8 year old individual in the sprîng of 1995 

indicates that at Ieast one other year class (7+) c m  be present in some years. Many 

anglers report the presence of larger fish in the past and, in fact, reported the capture of 

one nine pound individual kom the brook below Southwest Pond in the summer of 1995. 

Although the data are limited, there is no indication of multi-sea-year saimon in the 

Southwest Pond trout population which suggests that these large fish were also repeat 

migrants. If so, this wouid likely increase the number of year classes that can potentially 

be present during spawning to six or more. Male salmon in Newfoundland are known to 

mature precociously in the parr stage (Dalley et al. %3), however it is not known if this 

occurs in the Southwest Pond seatrout population. If precocious maturation does occur, 

this would M e r  increase the number of year classes present at spawning. A Me history 

strategy that maximizes the number of year classes present during spawning is thought to 

be an adaptation that increases the effective population size, reduces inbreeding, and 

helps maintain genetic diversity in srnall populations (Saundea and Schom 1985). 

There is a marked ciifference in the size of males and females in the faIl sample 

resulting in a bimodal length tkequency distribution. There appears to be two factors 



contributhg to this bimodal pattem. One factor is the high s d v d  rate to a second 

migration to sea The lower mode of the distribution is centered near the average size of 

fish that have made one migration to sea and the upper mode is centered near the average 

size of those that have made two migrations to sea The other factor appears to be related 

to ciifferences in the growth rate of males and femaies. The fact that the upper mode is 

centered on the mean size of females and on the average size of fish that made two 

migrations rnight suggest that there is Merential swival  of males and fernales. This 

does not appear to be the case, however, as the group of fish sampled that had made two 

migrations consisted of an equal number of males and femaies. 

Life history characteristics of populations are thought to evolve in response to 

environmental and physiologicai influences on age-specific survival, fecundity and 

growth (Williams 1966; Schaf5er and Elson 1975; Murray 1979). The Southwest Pond 

seatrout population's evolutionary response has been to reduce the duration of the 

saitwater phase and mature at a smde r  size and younger age. The srnail body size at 

maturity results in lower age-specific fecundity relative to the typicd anadromous Me 

history, however increased sunrival due to the short sea phase and relatively easy and 

short upstream migration most likely results in greater average lifetime fecundity than 

would be achieved by the typicd salmon life history in this river system. The short and 

relatively easy upstrearn migration rnay have uidirectly contributed to the evolution of a 

s m d  body size by reducing the setective pressure to achieve a larger size which may be 

necessary to ascend larger river systerns. There may be greater seiective pressure on 

females to be larger and therefore increase fecundity as suggested by the positive 

correlation between female fecundïty and body size and the larger average size of mature 

females within each sea-age class. 

The younger age and smailer size at rnaturity may also be related to the use of the 

estuary by a large proportion of the juvenile population. Life history theory predicts that 

increased juvenile growth relative to aduit growth will lead to increased reproductive 

effort and reduced age at matunty (Hutchings 1993). Although juvenile and adult growth 



were not directly measured. saimon parr have been shown to have higher growth rates in 

an eshiarine environment (Hutchings 1985; Cunjak 1992) and evidence of increased 

growth at young ages is seen on the scdes of some Southwest Pond individuals. If 

enhanced growth leads to increased fitness or increased production, then migration to the 

estuary in this population may be an adaptive phenornenon. The purpose of this study was 

not to investigate He history evolution in the Southwest Pond seatrout, therefore the data 

gathered are not adequate to test hypotheses regarding the evolution of this He  history 

strategy. Nevertheless, it is clear that the Southwest Pond seatrout represents a unique 

adaptation to local environmental conditions in Atlantic salmon. 

The results of this component of the research demonstrate that a management plan 

to ensure the conservation and protection of the Southwest Pond seatrout is a worthwhile 

goal. Furthemore, it is largely achievable based on data gathered by local people and 

already available combined with a minimal investment in a normal scientific s w e y .  

This population of Atlantic saImon represents a unique adaptation to local conditions and, 

as such, c m  be considered an evolutionary significant unit (ESU) (Waples 1995). 

Extinction of this population would represent a signincant loss to the ecological and 

genetic diversity of this species. Furthermore. due to its uniqueness, this population has 

the potential to yield a wedth of information about local adaptation and evolution of life 

history in response to specifc conditions. The unique characteristics of this population 

also demonstrate that it has the potentid to provide an angling expenence not available 

elsewhere. The population is therefore valuable not only for scientinc purposes but also 

for the socioculhual and economic benefits that c m  potentiaily be provided, indeed 

already are being provided, to neighboring communities. The sociocultural benefits 

derived fiom the fishery WU be the subject of the next chapter. Consideration of these 

benefits dong with the biologicd data provided in the curent and previous chapters will 

provide the information necessary to begui the process of developing a management plan 

that will aiiow the maximum benefits to be derived fÏom the Southwest Pond seatrout 

population. 



CEtAPTER 4: WHY ANGLERS ANGLE AND THE IMPLICATIONS 

FOR MANAGEMENT 

4.1. Assessing the Angling Population 

Numerous authors have argued that fishery management requires an understanding 

of the fishery-related values held by the resource users (Krueger and Decker 1993; 

Weithman 1993; Fedler and Ditton 1994; Malvestuto and Hudgins 1996). The goal of 

managing the Southwest Pond seatrout to provide a sustainable recreational fishery that will 

maximize the social benefits derived from the resource dictates that a resevch component 

be directed specifïcally at the human dimensions of the fishery. Just as ecological research 

is needed to provide data on fish life history and population parameters, sociological 

research is needed to evduate the sociocdtural benefits derived by angiers and to 

understand their attitudes towards management of the resource. This type of information 

will d o w  a management plan to be designed that meets the desires and expectations of the 

anglers and provides a quaiity angluig expenence. 

The social benefits denved by anglers f?om the anghg expenence will be 

inexhicably Linked to their motives for fishing. Most scientific studies of angler 

motivations have found that fishing experiences involve many dimensions other than 



catching fish. Driver and Knopf (19%) suggest that the Est of potential reasons for fishing 

is long but that the most important reasons appear to be expenencing nature, developing 

skilis, pitting wits with those of the fish, being with fiiends or f d y ,  sharing skilis with 

others, mentai change and relaxation, exploring, Ieaming, exercising, getting food, taking a 

trophy, testing equipmen~ being re-invigorated and escaping fiom the pressures of everyday 

life. More recent research suggests that variation in the relative importance of these motives 

tends to occur between angler subpopulation groups or between subpopulation groups and 

the angler population at large (Fedler and Ditton 1994). The uniqueness of the Southwest 

Pond seatrout population Ieads to the expectation that the motivations and expectations of 

the anglers fishing it will ciiffer from those of anglers fishing other populations in 

Newfoundland and elsewhere. This means that die extrapolation of sociological data 

gathered fiom other angler groups to the Southwest Pond angier subpopulation may not be 

possible. 

Fishery-specifïc information about the motivations and satisfactions of the 

Southwest Pond anglers wili be important in predictuig their response to particular 

management actions. Management of a fishery d y  involves interfering in the fishery 

with the object of shifting it towards the most desired social benefit, usuaily via laws and 

regulations (Augero and Lockwood 1986). There is a wide variety of reguiations available 

to recreational fishenes managers, including seasonal and daily bag limits, size or dot  

bits, gear restrictions, closed seasons, and catch-and-release (Noble and knes 1993). 

Most anglen have strong opinions about hantest regdations (Johnson and Martinez 1995) 

and these opinions are likely to depend upon fishery-specinc motivations and expectations. 

If certain reguiations are deemed unnecessary or unacceptable by anglers, fishing 

satisfaction will be low, cornpliance with regdations will be Iow and the management plan 

wïiI be compromised. if regulations are selected with consideration of the types of 

regulations angiers wiil or WU not support, conaicts between managers and anglers wiU be 

reduced and the probability of successful management will be increased. 



There is limited information available about the angler population of Newfoundland 

and Labrador (Department of Fishenes and Oceans 1988; Canadian Wildlife Service 1993; 

Frampton 1994), and there is no information available about various angler subpopulations 

such as those who angle for the Southwest Pond seatrout It is this type of context-specific 

information that wili prove to be the most usefûl for managing recreatiod fisheries (Feder 

and Ditton 1994; Johnson and Martinez 1995; Mafvestuto and Hudgins 1996). The purpose 

of the work reported in this chapter was to gather the socioIogica1 data on the Southwest 

Pond seatrout anglers that wiil d o w  a management strategy to be designed so that long- 

term public use and enjoyment of the resotuce is mâiMüzed. The specific objectives were: 

1) To determine the relative importance of selected fishing motivations within the 

Southwest Pond seatrout angler population ; and 2) to gather public input and opinions on a 

number of potential regdations for managing the Southwest Pond seatrout fishery. 

4.2. Design of the Angler Survey 

A pesonal, on-site survey of people angiing in Southwesî Pond was conducted 

fiom May 8 to May 20 and August 1 to August 2 1,1996. These penods were selected for 

surveying because they correspond to the timing of migration of fish to the sea Ki the spling 

and fiom the sea in the late summer, and thus represent the peak of the spring and summer 

fisheries. Surveying was conducted on randomly chosen days during these periods. An 

attempt was made to contact every angler observed fishing during sampling times. During 

the spring penod when angling effort was concentrated along the southem shore of the 

pond, anglers were spotted by drivhg along the road adjacent to this shore. In August, 

when effort was concentrated at Headquarters, a boat was used to reach people angling at 

this location. Anglers f i s h g  from shore were approached whiie fishing and asked whether 

they would be willing to participate in the survey. Boating angles were approached, 

whenever possible, when they hished fishing and returned to shore. 



Anglers who agreed to participate in the m e y  were first asked to rate the 

importance of each of 21 possible reasons for fishing in Southwest Pond. These single item 

motivational indicatm were adapted f?om previous studies of angier motivations (Knopf et 

al. 1973; Driver and Knopf 1976; Dnver and Cooksey 1977; references in Fedler and 

Ditton 1994). The relative importance of each item was measured on a five point rating 

scale ranghg fiom (1) not important to (5) extremely important. For analysis, motives were 

grouped into five categones : (1 )  psychological and physioiogicai, (2) naturd environment, 

(3) social, (4) fishery resource, and (5) skili and equipment (nom Fedler and Ditton 1994). 

The importance of each item was evaluated using the two-step scoring procedure descnbed 

by Gilbert (1 977 (in Hicks et al. 1983)) (see Appendk 2). 

To gain insight into anglers' views on specific management options, anglers were 

asked whether they would approve or disapprove of nine possible regdations for managing 

the Southwest Pond fishery. These regdations were then ranked according to level of 

angier support as determined by the percentage of anglers who answered in the "approve" 

category. This section of the nwey  dso included an open-ended question that aiiowed 

anglers to suggest altemate methods of improving the seatrout fishery. 

Additional information collected by the w e y  included the approximate age of the 

angler, town or residence, type of fish usudy sought when fishing in Southwest Pond, how 

many years they had been fishiug in Southwest Pond and whether they had seen any 

changes in fishing over that tune. Because the purpose of the survey was to describe the 

motivations and attitudes of the mers ,  these additional data were used for descriptive 

purposes ody. 



4.3. Results from the Angler Survey 

43.1. The N u i u r e o f t h e s ' e  

During the twenty days in which the survey was conducted a total of 8 1 Southwest 

Pond angles were approached and asked to participate in the w e y .  Seventy-nine people 

agreed to participate and were subsequently interviewed. Fishing pressure over the study 

period, however, was greater than 8 1 people per twenty days as many of the survey 

participants were obsewed angling on more than one day but were only sirnreyed once. Of 

the 79 people surveyed, 63 were nweyed during the sprïng fishery and 16 during the f d  

fishery . 

The modal age group of the anglers surveyed was 36 to 45 yean with 30.4% of 

respondents falling in this category. The second most &quent age category \vas the 25 to 

35 year category with 24.1 % of respondents. The distribution of the remaining categones 

was : 2 1 -5% less than 25 years of age; 1 0.1 % between 46 and 55 years of age; 7.6% between 

56 and 65 years of age; and 6.3% over 66 years of age. Average fishing experience on 

Southwest Pond was 14 years with a range of 1 year to 70 years. Most of the people 

angling in Southwest Pond were fishing for the Southwest Pond seatrout. Thirty seven 

percent of the respondents reported fishing mainly for the seatrout and 48% reported fishing 

for the seatrout and either brook trout or smelt. Only 15% of the respondents said they 

usually fish ody for brook trout. Seventy-seven percent of the respondents were fkom the 

surrounding comrnunities of Wesleyville, Valleyfield, Pool's Island, Greenspond, 

Brooffield and Badges Quay. Fourteen percent of the respondents were fiom the 

Gambo/Gander/Dover area and 9% were fiom the St. JoWs/Mt. Pearl area. 



Table 4.1. Changes in fishing 
qüalify over time observed by 

Changes in the quality of fishing over anglers in Southwest Pond and the 
fkequency of each response. 

time observed by Southwest Pond angiers are 

listed in Table 4.1. Over one haif of respondents Change in 
fishùig qudity Frequency 

reporteci catching fewer fish or smder  fish than 

in the past. Twenty-seven people reported no Fewer Eish 43 

change in fishing quality over time and only 7 
No change 
Smaller fish 

people reported that fishing quality was better More anglers 4 

now with larger fish or more fish than in the More fish 4 
Larger fish 3 

past The average fishing experience of those More poaching 2 
people reporting a decrease in the quality of 

fishing (fewer fish, srnaller fish, more people or more poaching) was 19.6 years. The 

average fishing experience of those anglers reporthg no change in fishing quaiity over time 

was 5.7 years, and the average fishing experience of those angiers reportkg an increase in 

fishing quaiïty (more fish or larger fish) was 5.4 years. 

433.. Respomes Regardng Motivation 

The percentage of respondents who w e r e d  in each importance category and the 

overd rating of each motive are listed in Table 4.2. Psychologicd-physio1ogical motives 

for fishing in Southwest Pond were rated somewhat to very important In this category the 

highest- rated reason for fishing was "to relax" which 49.4% of 

respondents rated very important and 26.6% rated extreme1y important. "To escape the 

daily routine" and "to pass t h e "  were rated rnoderately important while "to get some 

exercise", "to expenence new and diBerent things" and "to relive memones" were rated 

only somewhat important. 



Table 4.2. Percentage of anglers who answered in each importance category for each of 
the 21 motivational items. The total score for each item is also given. Highiighted text 
represents the overd rating for each item. 

Motives Not Somewhat Moderate Very ExnemeIy Score 

Psvchological and 
physiolo~cal 

Escape the daily routine 
Get some exercise 
To relax 
ReIive mernories 
New or different experiences 
To pass the 

Social - 
Get away from others 
Be with family or friends 
Meet other peopfe 

Naturai environment 

To be outdoors 
Enjoy or observe nature 
To be close to the water 

Fishery resource 

Challenge or sport of fishing 
Catch at least one fish 
Obtain fish to eat 
Catch a trophy fish 
Obtain fish to seU 
Catch a rimit of fish 

SkiIl and eciui~ment 

DeveIop fishing skiiis 
Test skills against others 
Test equipment 



Social motives, which ded 

with the desire to interact with other 

people, were also rated somewhat 

important to very important. "To be 

with family or Eends" was rated 

highest in this category with 45.6% 

and 15.2% of  respondents rathg this 

motive as a very important or 

extremely important reason for 

fishing in Southwest Pond "To 

meet other people" was rated 

moderately important and "to get 

away fkom other peopie" was rated 

as oniy somewhat important. 

Motives reiated to the 

n a W  environment rated the 

Table 4.3. Percentage approval by 
Southwest Pond angien of nine possible 
regdations for managing the Southwest 
Pond fishery. 

Management al ternative % 
approval 

Minimum size Iimit 96.2 
Seasonal bag limit 88-6 
Catch and release during 

designated times 74.7 
License with a moderate 73 -4 

fee 
Reduction in the daily bag 57.0 

limi t 
Eliminate spring fishery 
and lengthen fall fishery 55.7 

Maximum size limit 54.4 
Shorter fishing seasons 27.8 
Fly fishing only 25.3 

highest among the 21 items in the survey. "To be outdoors" was the single most important 

reason for fishing in Southwest Pond, rated as vev important by 54.4% and extremely 

important by 46.8% of respondents. "To enjoy or observe nature" was rated as very 

important and "to be close to the water" was rated as moderately important 

There was a great deai of varïability in the rated importance of the fishery-related 

motives. "For the challenge or spoa of fishing" and "to catch at least one fish" were rated 

a s  very important with 10.1% and 32.9% of respondents rating these motives as very 

important and 21 -3% and 25.3% rating these motives as exûeely  important reasons for 

fishing in Southwest Pond. "To obtain fish to eat" and "to catch a trophy fish" were rated as 

moderately important while "to catch a limit of fish" and "to obtain fish to seu" were rated 

as relatively unimportant. 



Motives related to skill and 

equipment were rated as relatively 

unimportant by Southwest Pond 

anglers. "To develop fishing 

skills" was rated as somewhat 

important while "to test skills 

against others" and "to test 

equipment" were rated as not 

important reasons for fishing in 

Southwest Pond. 

43.4. Respomes Regarding 

Mrmcgernent Alternatives 

The specinc management 

alternatives and the percentage of 

respondents who would support 

each one are given in Table 4.3. 

Approval ranged fiom a maximum 

of 96.2% for a minimum size Iimit 

Table 4.4. 
the fishery 

Anglers' suggestions for improving 
in Southwest Pond, 

Angler ' s suggestions Frequency 

No answer 42 
Enforcement of regdations 23 
Discontinue eel fishery I l  
Stop illegal netting in estuary 8 
Licensed 3 
Stop smelt fishery in salt 2 

water 
No pleasure craft on pond 2 
Stocking of fish 2 
CIosed in faU 1 
Closed in winter 1 
Keep closed seasons 1 
Keep the place clean 1 
Limit number of anglers 1 
Longer seasons 1 
Longer smelt season in 1 

winter 
Open on weekends only 1 
Open all year 1 

to a minimum of 25.3% for fly fishing only. Anglers were supportive of most management 

alternatives with ody  two of the nine alternatives receiving less than 50% support. 

Angler's suggestions for improving the fishery in Southwest Pond are listed in Table 

4.4. The most common suggestion for irnproving the fishery was to increase the level of 

enforcement of regdations on the pond. Other fkquent suggestions were to discontinue the 

eel fishery, which people believe is harmfid to juvenile bout, and to stop iilegal netting in 

the estuary. 



4.4. Synthesis From the Attitudinal Suwey 

The resuits of the m e y  demonstrate that the Southwest Pond angler population 

consists mainly of local area residents with a wide range of ages and experience angiing in 

Southwest Pond. Anglers from other areas of the province make up a small percentage of 

the angler population, but their presence does suggest that the Southwest Pond fishery has 

the potentiai to attract angiers iiom across the province. The Southwest Pond seatrout was 

the main quas, of mosi people fishing in Southwest Pond, but both brook trout and smelt 

were sought by some anglers. 

It is important to recognize that management of the Southwest Pond seatrout can 

have a negative effect on the fisheries for these other species. lnformai reports fiom anglers 

indicate an extensive recreational smelt fishery that takes place through the ice during 

winter. Shortenhg or closing the winter trout fishery would r e h c t  the winter smelt fishery 

if the pond was closed to aU angling during this time. Regdations for managing the 

Southwest Pond seatrout shodd be chosen with a close consideration of the effect they wiII 

have on the fisheries for the other species that occur there. 

The resuits of the motivational survey are consistent with those fiom previous 

studies that support the idea that anglers hold multiple fishing motivations (Hicks et al. 

1983; Hudgins 1984; Fedler 1984; Siemer and Brown 1994). The r e d t s  show that 

Southwest Pond angiers are motivated to fish for a variety of reasons including, but not 

Limited to, k ing  outdoors and enjoying nature, relaxing, escaping everyday pressures and 

sharing experiences with family or fkiends. A number of motivations related to the achial 

catching of fish were also important, however rnany of the anglers hold stronger 

motivations related to the mturaI environment or relaxhg with other people. 



4.4.1. Attimdes With Respect to Recreation 

Recreational activities d o w  people to sati* desires that cannot be satisfied during 

their non-recreational times (Knopf et al. 1973) and serve as a means of coping with the 

stresses and strains of everyday Me. The relatively high rathg of the motives "to relax" 

(ranked 3rd) and "to escape the daiIy routine" (ranked 9th) indicate that the fishery in 

Southwest Pond is a true recreational expenence for many of the anglers. The notion of 

angling as a recreational expenence that people use to help cope with the strains of society 

is not new and studies of various angler popdations have consistently found that reiaxing 

and escaping fkom daily routines are important reasons for participating in recreational 

fishenes (Driver and Knopf 1976; Hicks et al. 1983; Siemer and Brown 1994; references in 

Fedler and Ditton 1994). Given the high value that Southwest Pond angiers place on 

fishing as a recreational expenence, one of the aims of management should be to provide a 

fishery resource that best meets recreational needs. The participation rate in recreational 

fishenes in Newfoundland is nearly 40% (Canadian Wddlife Service 1993) and there is no 

reason to believe that this rate is any lower for the communities near Southwest Pond. 

Failure to adequately manage the Southwest Pond seatrout and other fishery resources to 

t d y  provide for recognized recreational needs could have a detrimental effect on the 

quality of Iife in these communities. Human dimensions research will be an invaluable tool 

for i d e n m g  more precisely what recreational needs and desires angiers hope to Ml 

through the fishing experience in Southwest Pond and other recreationai fishenes 

throughout the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

The importance of the Southwest Pond fishery as a recreational experience has 

implications for future management A management strategy that attempts to hnit the 

harvest by M e r  reducing the length of the fishing season or limiting access to the 

resource when other options are available would only unnecessarily restrict people's 

opportunities for leisure activities and wodd probably meet with opposition from the 

anglers. This is evidenced by the fact that the management option that included etiminating 



the spring fishery received only 55.7% approval and the option for shortening the fishing 

season received only 28% approval. Although restricting the number of angles dowed to 

fish Southwest Pond at any one t h e  was not among the list of potentid regulations, the 

r e d t s  of the motivational m e y  suggest that this option wodd not be accepted by the 

anglers because it would limit their access to an important recreational activity. 

Furthemore, the motive "to be with famiy or fiiencis" was found to be a relatively 

important reason for fishing in Southwest Pond (ranked 5th) and the motive "to get away 

fiom other people" was found to be relatively unimportant (ranked 16th). This 

demonstrates that anglers place more value on being with other people than being alone and 

suggests that angiers rnay tolerate a fairly high level of crowding. Limithg access to 

Southwest Pond will probably be unnecessary unless there is a ciramatic increase in fishing 

pressure in the future. 

4.4.2. Attitudes With Respect to Environment 

The motives "to be outdoors" and "to enjoy or observe nature" were rated by anglers 

as the nrst and second most important reasons for fishing in Southwest Pond. The high 

importance that angiers place on the nanual environment suggests that @ers will not 

tolerate a decrease in the quality of the environment in the watershed. The sociocuitural 

benefits derived by anglea and any economic benefits that a successful Southwest Pond 

fishery may bring to the surrounding communities would therefore be maximized by 

maintainhg a healthy ecosystem. As Feder and Ditton (1994) point out, the high 

importance that anglers place on the mtural environment makes a strong Link between 

recreational fishing and ecosystem health. This shows that a heaithy Southwest Pond 

watershed has value not only for itselfas a healthy environment, but also for the 

recreational benefits it can provide to anglea. The effects of a decrease in environmentai 

quaLity on the fishery in Southwest Pond will be two-fold. Not only will the trout 

population be Likely to d e r  with declining ecosystern health, but the desire angiers have to 



fish in Southwest Pond will also niminish. Further research is needed to detexmine what 

aspects of the na& environment anglers value most and whether any of these aspects (i.e. 

water qualityy amount of development in the watershed) can be controlled by effective 

management. As exploitation of an ecosystem increases the overall health of the systern 

can be expected to decrease (Maivestuto and Hudgllis 1996), highlighting the need for 

appropriate management of the resource and the need for baseline monitoring of ecosystem 

heaith. 

4-41. Attitudes Wiih Respect to the Fishery 

Of the six fishery resource-related motives included in the survey, only "for the 

challenge or sport of fishing" (rated 4th) and "to catch at least one fish" (rated 6th) were 

found to be relatively important to Southwest Pond anglers. The fact that non-fishery 

resource-related motives were rated higher than fishery-related motives does not lead to the 

expectation that some anglers d l  continue to fish even if the probability of catching a fish 

becomes very low. This observation, however, does demonstrate that Southwest Pond 

angIea hold multiple fishing motivations and that providing a quality fishery resource wiLl 

d o w  people to simdtaneously fu s1  desires relating to the relaxation and temporary 

escape, 112ttural environment and social aspects of fishing. The relatively hi& importance of 

these fishery resource-related motives suggests that the satisfaction derived fiom fishing in 

Southwest Pond depends on the existence of a quality fish resource without which most 

anglers will not fish and therefore not receive these additional benefits provided by the 

angling experience. Catching at Ieast one fish was relatively important to anglers fishiog in 

Southwest Pond, however catching a trophy fish was of much Iess importance (ranked 12th) 

as was catching a limit of fish (ranked 18th). Angler opinions about various regulations 

tended to support this position as angiers tended to favor regulations that would E t  the 

overall catch. There was a lot of variation in importance within a number of motives. For 

example, the motive "to experience new or difFerent things" had an overall rating of 



somewhat important, yet nearly 30% of respondents rated this motive as very important, 

Similar bimodal distributions can be observed with the motives "to develop fishing skills", 

"to catch a trophy fish", "meet other people", "relive memones", and "get some exercise". 

Such variability within motives demonstrates that there is no true "average" Southwest 

Pond angler because the relative importance of various motives varies berneen individuals. 

'This suggests that a management plan based on angler motivations cannot be expected to 

sati* the needs of every angler. This observation does not decrease the value of the 

motivational research but it does imply that the management of the Southwest Pond seatrout 

fishery should be geared to providing a variety of expenences that individual anglers cm 

choose nom. Furthemore, recognizing that the Southwest Pond angler population consists 

of various segments with dinerent motivations and desires will aid in predicting angler 

responses to various management decisions. 

4.4.4. Altitudes With Respect to Mmgernent 

The information about angler motivations and preferences for various types of 

regdations wiil be very usehi for determihg the appropriate management strategy for 

Southwest Pond. Given the high value most anglers place on the relaxation, naturai 

environment and sociai aspects of fishing and the lower value they place on some catch- 

related motives, such as catching their Mt, the most appropriate strategy might be to 

maximize the amount of time people c m  spend fishing. This codd be done by allowing the 

season to remain open for as long as possible and ushg various regdations to E t  the 

W e s t  during the season. Angiers would approve a number of regdations for limiting the 

harvest such as a minimum size limit, a seasonai bag Lunit and catch-and-release fishing. A 

minimum size lllnit and catch-and-release wodd be relatively easy to implement; a seasonal 

bag limit, however, would be more dBicdt. Such a regdation would require a means of 

ensuring that anglen did not exceed the seasonal Limit and thus would require issuing 



Licences to anglers, something which many indicated they wodd be w f i g  to pay a mail 

fee to support 

ûther methods of restricting the harvest, such as reducing the daiiy bag b i t  and a 

maximum size limit, received less support than did others (dthough support stiU exceeded 

50%). The objection to a daily bag iimit by some anglers is understandable in light of the 

fact that the provincial daily bag iimit for trout (including the Southwest Pond seatrout) was 

reduced fiom 24 fish per day to 12 fish per day in 1994. Many angles may be stiI l  getting 

used to the new bag k t  and, while catching theû Iimit is not an important reason for 

fishing, many anglers may view a M e r  reduction as a severe action. The relatively low 

approvai for a ma.uimum size h i t  suggests that while catchhg a trophy fish is not an 

important reason for fishuig, many anglers would fike to be dowed to retain a trophy if 

they caught one. Given the reSUIts of the motivationai survey, however, it is likely that the 

approvd rate for these two regulations would increase if angfers were given evidence that 

they were necessary to protect or improve the tishery. 

To avoid over-exploitation of the Southwest Pond seatrout population there must be 

a limit on the number of fish that can be removed during each angling season. If the 

duration of the fishing season is manipdated there must be a trade-off between the length of 

the season and the restrictiveness of the regdations used to control the harvest. If an 

extended angiing season is chosen, thus dlowing more angling effort to be pIaced on the 

fish population, the catch-per-mit-effort must be limited by means such as  reduced bag 

Limits, restrictive size Iimits or catch-and-release. If a short angling season is chosen 

regtdations can be less restrictive, aliowing a higher catch-per-unit-effort In the case of 

Southwest Pond, where an extended season would best meet the needs of the anglers, the 

most effective way to proceed wodd be to go back to the angling public with a number of 

different options that consist of angiing seasons of various lengths and the regulations that 

would be needed to limit the harvest within each season. This would give the anglen the 

opportunity to choose the option that they fhd most acceptable. 



The knowledge gathered about the motivations and desires of the anghg population 

in Southwest Pond, as reported in this chapter, should be very useful in the process of 

selecring regulations to manage the Southwest Pond fishery to maximize the sociocuitural 

benefits to the anglers. Before any regulations are chosen and implemented, however, they 

must also be evaluated in a biological con- Meeting the desires of anglers will be an 

important part of successfully managing the Southwest Pond fishery, but care m u t  be taken 

not to d o w  the desires of the angïen to ovemde the biologicai concems of management- 



CHAPTER 5: REBUILDING AND MANAGING TEtE SOUTEWVEST 
POND SEATROUT IFISHERY 

5.1. Developing a Management Plan 

The goal of managing the Southwest Pond seatrout fishery was initially set as 'Lo 

provide a sustainable recreational fishery resource that meets the needs and satisfies and 

sustains the expectations of the people who exploit it" (section 1.3.2). From this goal the 

two objectives of the present research were developed: 1) to gather information on the 

range, distribution, Me history and ecology of the Southwest Pond seatrout population, 

and 2) to gather information about the benefits anglers derive nom the resource and the 

attitudes of angiers as related to its management. These two objectives have been 

accomplished and the data gathered have been presented in Chapters 2-4. The data offer 

some insight into the Southwest Pond seatrout population and its fishery and show that 

the population has value both for its unique ecologicd characteristics and for the socio- 

cultural benefits provided to anglen in the surrounding commufuties. The results of both 

the LEK and the motivational surveys demonstrate that there is a hi& level of support 

among local angiers for a new management initiative aimed at protecting the seatrout 

population and ensuring the sustainability of the fishery. 

The remaining two steps in the process of developing a successful recreational 

fishery as outlined by Krueger and Decker (1993) and presented for the Southwest Pond 

seatrout fishery in Chapter 1 are: Step 3) to iden te  problems currently affecting the 

population and its fishery , and Step 4) to make some recommendations to help improve 



the curent state of &airs in the fishery. Problems wiil be identified by nrst evaluating 

the appropriateness of the two recreational fisheries management plans in use in 

Newfoundland for managing the Southwest Pond seatrout fishery. This is a usehl 

approach because many of the regulations that have potential for use in managing this 

fishery are already employed in the existing management plans and may only require 

minor modifications to be effective in Southwest Pond. These regulations wiii theo be 

evaluated for their applicability in Southwest Pond based on the biology of the 

population, the desires and motivations of the angles, and the logistics of implementing 

each regulatioe Finally, a set of preliminary recommended actions airned at improving 

the fishery and protecting this unique salmonid population will be presented. 

5.2. Management under Current Trout Regulations 

The Southwest Pond seatrout is not officidy recognized as an Atlantic salmon by 

the government departments responsible for recreational fishenes management in 

Newfoundland, and therefore, by default, it falls under the trout management plan. Under 

this plan there are separate surnmer and winter fisheries which nui fkom approximately 

Febniary 10 to March 15 and May 6 to August 18. The daiiy bag limit for each angler is 

12 fish or 5 pounds plus one fish. When one of these b i t s  is reached the angler must 

cease fishing for the day. Prior to 1994 the daily bag b i t  was 24 fish or 10 pounds plus 

one fish and there was a single season open continually fkom Ianuary 15 to September 15. 

Under the trout management plan there is no maximum or minimum size l e t  on fish 

kept (although angles are not permitted to keep juvenile individuals) and there is no 

seasonal limit of any type to restrict overall harvest each year (Anon. 1995). 

The mut management plan is not appropiiate for managing the Southwest Pond 

seatrout fishery. In the past this plan appears to have dowed  over-exploitation to a point 

where the population's size and age structure has been severely impacted. The reduction 



in the daily bag Mt and the shortening of the angling season in 1994 probabfy did much 

to reduce the overd  harvest, however the current bag limits are probabiy s t i l l  too hi& for 

this population. Furthemore, the d d y  bag Iimits for bout have no underlying scientific 

basis and, therefore, are probably not even appropriate for many of the brook t rou  

populations in the province for which they are rneant. 

The &out management plan does not offer adequate protection to the old, large 

fish which have the potential to make a large contribution of eggs at spawning. The 

current daily Limit of 5 lb plus one fish makes it possible for anglen to remove as rnany 

as  three large fish during any one fishing trip. 

The trout management plan does not provide adequate protection to the 

population in the spring when it is most vuinerable to fishing. Fishing pressure in the 

spring is much heavier than at other times and the fish are very easy to catch at this time, 

probably because they are beginning to feed d e r  ovemintering in fteshwater. A 

mechanism to limit the harvest at this season is required so that more fish can suMve to 

spawn the following f d .  

In the fall, as the fish return from the ocean, they are much harder to angle 

because they have spent ail summer feeding at sea. Nonetheiess, the fd1 fishery aiso 

needs to be managed to ensure that adequate numbers of fish survive to spawn, but under 

the current management plan the fishing season ends shortly after the run beguis, 

reducing the oppomuiity that people have to participate in what has the potential to be a 

productive fishery. 

5.3 . Should the Southwest Pond Seatrout be Managed as an Atlantic 
Salmon? 

One option for managing the Southwest Pond seatrout fishery would be to 

designate Southwest Pond and its tributanes a schedded river system and adopt the 

standard Department of Fishenes and Oceans @FO) Atlantic salmon management plan. 



Under this management plan a saImon angling License is required to fish scheduied waters 

which are open to anghg usually fiom Iate June until early September. Fly-fishing only 

is pennitted and there is a daily bag Mt per angler of two salmon retained and four 

salmon caught and released. There is also a season limit per angier of six salmon retained 

which is controlled by issuing six non-reusable tags with the license. One tag must be 

attached to each saimon retained and, on the island of Nedoundand, three of these tags 

are vaiid only on or before Juiy 3 l and the other three are valid ody after July 3 1. Only 

salmon m e a s u ~ g  between 30 cm and 63 cm in length can be retained except in northern 

Labrador where anglen are permitted to retain one large (greater than 63cm) salmon per 

year (Anon. 1995). 

Although the Southwest Pond seatrout is actually an Atlantic saimon, the present 

salmon management plan is no more appropriate for rnanaging this fishery than is the 

bout management plan. The salmon management plan was designed to limit the overail 

catch of salmon in the province and was not meant to be applied to any one individual 

population. While the restrictive daily and seasonal bag limits wouid significantly reduce 

the harvest of seatrout, the salmon management plan would transfer most of the effort to 

the larger fish. There are very few fish greater than 63 cm in the Southwest Pond seatrout 

population, however a large proportion of the catchable fish are under 30 cm and many of 

the srnalier ones are males (Figure 3.4). The size limits irnposed by the s a h o n  

management plan wodd result in protection of the smaller males (which are already more 

abundant than femaies) and lack of adequate protection for the larger fernale spawners, 

most of which are less than 63 cm in iength. Furthemore, as anglers holding a salmon 

license are permitted only a iimited yearly quota of salmon, they would probably be more 

inclined to keep only the larger fish within the 30 cm to 63 cm range. 

[ncluding the seatrout population in the salmon management plan wodd almost 

certainly decrease the satisfaction level of many of the anglers who currently fish in 

Southwest Pond. Under the salmon management plan the Southwest Pond river system 

would be restncted to fly fishing only. Many of the people observed fishing for the 



seatrout over the course of the study were not fly fishing, and 74.7% of ail  anglers 

surveyed rejected fly fishing as a management altemative for Southwest Pond. Also, 

most of the people who currentiy angle for the seatrout do not view the fish as an Atlantic 

saImon and probably would not be willing to include these fish as part of their already 

very Limited yearly salmon quota.. WhiIe this would Likely reduce the hawest of seatrout, 

it would also cause many seatrout anglers who also enjoy angiing for salmon to cease 

fishing in Southwest Pond . Furthermore, because the salmon angling season does not 

begin until June, management under this plan would entirely eluninate the spring f i s h g  

season in Southwest Pond, something which 44.3% of dl anglers surveyed rejected as a 

management alternative even if it meant allowing the faIl season to remain open longer. 

5.4. Evaluation of Potential Regulations for Managing the Southwest Pond 
Seatrout Fishery 

From ail the evidence available, the single largest problem facing the Southwest 

Pond seatrout population appears to be over-exploitation. As the river system became 

more accessible, mainly due to the constniction and subsequent improvement of the road 

to Greenspond in the 1970's and early 1 WO's, fishing effort rapidly increased. 

Unfortunately, the trout management plan, which at that time ailowed a bag iimit of 24 

fish per day, was not adequate to limit the harvest of seatrout to a reasonable level. This 

resulted in a large decline in the size of the population and the nearly complete removal 

of larger fish. 

There is some evidence that the population has recovered slightiy in the past two 

or three years. A number of the people interviewed in the LEK survey and subsequently 

contacted again in more informal settings throughout the survey felt that, dthough the 

population size was stiil quite low, there were more fish in the two years of the study than 

in the five to ten years previous. Furthermore, people interviewed in the general angler 

survey who had five years or less expenence fishing on Southwest Pond tended to report 



that fishing is better now than when they first began fishing there. If there has been an 

inclease in the population in recent years. it is likely that this is due to the lower bag E t  

and reduced fishing season implemented in 1994. What al1 of this suggests is that a 

M e r  leduction in harvest shodd lead to M e r  recovery of the population. 

If management of the Southwest Pond seatrout fishery is to be successful, it is 

obvious that the population will require its own management plan. The information 

gathered thus far suggests that over-exploitation is the main problem currently facing the 

population, and therefore the initial goal of this management plan shouid be to reduce the 

harvest of seatrout to a leveI that will d o w  the population to begin the process of 

recovery. One of the problems contributing to over-exploitation appears to be a lack of 

enforcement of existuig regulations which has allowed a hÏgh level of poaching. The 

simple presence of a fisheries officer in the area wodd probably do much to deter 

poaching, however the implementation of a management pIan specinc to the Southwest 

Pond river system wouid, in itself, provide some deterrent because it wodd demonstrate 

that the population has value for its unique nature. A new management plan can be based 

on regulations that are already in use in Newfoundland such as bag lirnits, size limits, 

closed seasons etc. These regulations must be tailored to fit the unique characteristics of 

the population and its fishery m u t  be chosen in such a way as to reduce the harvest while 

minimizing the impact on angler satisfaction. The acceptability of speciai regulations is 

already established in the concept of individual river management which has been 

supported by DFO and implemented on a number of river systems in the province e.g. 

Indian Bay River, Gander River, and Main River among others. 

Daily bag limits are currently in effect for the Southwest Pond seatrout fishery 

but, as previously discussed, these bag Limits probably do not limit the harvest of seatrout 

to a level that will allow the population to recover. Ideally, bag limits should be set based 

on estimates of population size, rates of production, and catch rates fiom creel surveys. 

These data are mavailable at the present time and their collection was beyond the scope 

of the present shidy. Lack of this information does not mean that bag limits should not be 



employed, but it does mean that bag limîts should be set on the conservative side to avoid 

over-exploitation. A reduction in the daiiy bag limit would iikely reduce the harvest, 

especidy in the sprhg when it appears as though the 12 fish per day bag limit is 

attainable by many angiers. Angiers showed moderate support for a reduction in the 

daily bag Limit and most were not motivated to catch their limit although many reported 

they would continue to fish for as long as they were dowed. A reduction in the daily 

bag limit accompanied by the provision that anglers could continue to catch-and-release 

&er the limit was attained would probably be acceptable to a majority of angiers. 

One of the problems identined with the current management strategy in 

Southwest Pond is that the fishing season does not permit exploitation at the appropnate 

times. In the spring the seatrout are quite vulnerable to angling and are in poor condition, 

however the same fish caught three or four months later, after spending a summer feeding 

at sea, wiIl have grown about an additional 8 cm in length and will be in much better 

condition. The current fishing season encourages angiers to fish in the spring because the 

lack of a fishing season during the fd migration means that most people only have an 

opportunity to catch seatrout early in the year. Based on the size, condition, and timing 

of the nin of fa11 fish, and the popularity of the recreational salmon fishery in 

Newfoundland (which also intercepts fish rehiming fiom the sea), the fdl fishery in 

Southwest Pond has the potential to be a very productive, enjoyable, and unique fishery. 

Given the shoa duration of the saltwater phase and the apparentiy high survival 

afforded by this strategy, it is Likely that the number of fish removed by anglers in the 

spring reduces the number of fish returning to fkeshwater in the fail. If enhancing the fa11 

fishery is an objective (and many anglen suggest that it should be), it will be necessary to 

reduce the number of fish removed fiom the population in the spring. Any action to 

reduce the impact of the sprhg fishery is likely to result in reduced satisfaction of many 

anglers, however, as the spring fishery is quite popular and well established. Moreover, 

44.7% of anglers interviewed in the general m e y  were against closing the spring fishery 

even if it meant extending the fdl  fishery. Support for reducing or even closing the 



spring fishery rnay be increased if the benefits of doing so were communicated to anglers 

in terms of trade-offs between the number and size of fish caught in the spring and the 

resultant number and size of fish availabie in the fd. Given the popdarity of the spring 

fishery and the ody moderate level of support for ciosing it entirely, however, this is one 

ares where conflicts can be anticipated. Nevertheless, if the population is to recover the 

harvest in the spring WU have to be reduced. One possible solution is to shorten the 

spring fishery without eliminating it entireiy. The fishery in the sprhg opens around May 

6 and lasts three to four weeks, util  the fish have migrated to the ocean. If the opening 

of the fishery was delayed for two weeks, this would give anglers who enjoy fishing in 

the spring the chance to fis4 but it would also d o w  many of the fish to migrate to sea 

before the season opened. 

The option of shortening the fishing season was rejected by 72.2% of anglers, 

therefore any reduction in the spring fishery should be accompanied by a lengthening of 

the fishery in the fall. Because the spawning run in the fail extends through September, 

the full potential of this fishery wodd be realized by dowing it to remain open at least 

util the end of September. This extension could initiaily be a catch-and-release fishery 

only, at lest  util the effects of the other regdation changes can be assessed. AUowing 

the fishery to remain open longer in the fdl has the extra advantage of allowing anglers to 

observe kst-hand the effects of the reduced harvest in the spring and may be one way of 

reducing the conflicts that are bound to aise if changes are made to the s p ~ g  fishery. 

Size limits are a type of regdation employed in the salmon management plan that 

may be useful in Southwest Pond. Three types of size limits are commonly used in 

managing recreational fisheries: minimum size luni ts which are used to protect juvenile 

fish, maximum size Iimits which are used to protect large, highly fecund individuals, and 

dot Limits which are used to protect fish in an intermediate size range. Both maximum 

and minimum size limits are already employed as part of the salmon management pian in 

Newfoundand. 



One of the effects of overexploitation currently being experienced in Southwest 

Pond is a reduction in the nurnber of large fish. For the purpose of this discussion large 

fish will be defined as those making up the upper 15% of the length fkequency 

distribution. By this definition a Southwest Pond seatrout is considered large if it is 

greater than 42 cm in Iength. Eighty-four percent of al1 fish aaalyzed greater than 42 cm 

were femaie and these large fish have high fecundity (up to 2226 eggs in a 42-cm 

individuai). As these individuals obviously have the potential to make a large 

contribution of eggs at spawning, protecting these large fish is one way to aid in the 

recovery of the population. Catching a trophy fish was not very important to the majority 

of anglers fishing on Southwest Pond although nearly 37% of anglers surveyed rated this 

motive as either very or extremely important. As a management option a maximum size 

limit received moderate approval fkom anglers (54%). One solution that wouid help 

protect large fish but still d o w  anglers the opportunity to fish for large fish would be to 

limit the proportion of the daily bag limit that c m  be above a given size. 

Although a minimum size Limit was the regulation that received the most s ~ p p o a  

fiom seatrout angles, the usefulness of such a regdation in Southwest Pond is 

questionable. AU of the fish caught by anglers in the spring had been to sea at least once 

and most had probably matured and spawned the previous f d .  In the fall, many of the 

catchable size fish were maturing for the nrst time and the presence of immature fish of 

the same age suggests that some of the larger individuais making the second migration 

were also maturing for the £bt t h e .  Furthemore, almost ail of the individuals less than 

28 cm present in the f d  are males. Protecting first time spawners of both sexes would 

therefore require a minimum size limit in the range of 35 cm to 40 cm which wouid result 

in a transfer of effort only to the larger fish, many of which are highly fecund femaies. A 

minimum size of 35 cm is undoubtably larger than what angiers had in mind when asked 

about a minimum size ad, because such a regulation would reduce angler's access to 

many catchable size fish, its imposition wouid likely result in reduced angler satisfaction. 



Two other management options that received a high level of support fiom seatrout 

anglers were the establishment of an angling license to fish in Southwest Pond and a 

seasonal bag limit per angler similar to that in effect under the salmon management plan. 

A seasonal bag Mt would be an effective way of ensuring that the resource was 

equitably divided among ai l  anglers and, if based on knowledge of fishing effort and rate 

of production within the population, could be a very effective method of limiting the 

harvest to a level that the population can sustain. To be effective a seasonai bag limit 

wouid require a mechanisrn to lirnit the total number of fish per angler but, unfominately, 

such a mechanism is unavailable at this tirne. The establishment of a license to fish in 

Southwest Pond would provide a mechanisrn for implementing a seasonal bag limit and 

would also provide a means of generating revenue to support the cost of local 

management. The establishment of a license to fish in Southwest Pond is probably 

premature at this tirne, however this idea was supported by 73.4% of seatrout anglers and 

should be a consideration in the friture after the population has shown strong signs of 

recovery. 

The following is a list of specific recommendations aimed at reducing the harvest 

and beginning the process of building a successful Southwest Pond seatrout fishery: 

Recommendation 1: Do not include the Southwest Pond seatrout 

population in the Atlantic salmon management plan. 

Recommendation 2: hplement a bag limit of at most 6 seatrout per angler 

per day. 

Recommendation 3: Restrict the harvest of large fish by allowing anglen 

to take only one fish greater than 42cm in length per 

day . 



Recommendation 4: Delay the opening of the fishery in the spring until at 

least the thkd Saturday in May. 

Recommendation 5: Extend the fishery until the end of September. This 

extension should be on a catch-and-release basis at 

least until the population has recovered sufKciently to 

permit increasing the harvest. 

Recommendation 6: Increase the level of enforcement of regulations in 

both keshwater and saltwater. 

Recommendation 7: Apply the bag limits and size limits to both the 

keshwater and saltwater fisheries, 

5.5. Implementing Reguiations and Direction of Future Research 

The fnst step in implementing new regdations for the Southwest Pond seatrout 

fishery should be to go back to the aoglers to get their input and opinion about the 

recommended regulations. Data were collected on anglers' responses to general changes 

in fishing regulations, but at no time were anglers presented with any specific regulations 

such as those recommended here. It is possible that anglers may h d  some of the 

proposed regulations too restrictive, however it is also possible that the anglers will 

support more restrictive regulations in some areas. Angler desires cannot be ailowed to 

override biologicai concems, but if anglers are presented with proposed regdation 

changes before they are implemented, dong with the biologicai rationale and expected 

outcome, any senous objections can be dealt with pnor to implementation. 



Part of any friture consultation process should be a presentation of the data 

gathered here about the seatrout population and about the anglen themselves. This will 

ailow anglers to understand the scientinc bais  for implementing new regdations and will 

also alIow them to assess the possible affects of new regulations based on their own 

knowledge of the seatrout population and its fishery. Furthemore, if anglers understand 

the scientific basis for the new regdations (and the results of the LEK sunrey suggest that 

they will) and are involved in the decision making process, the probability of successfully 

implementing a new management plan wiil be greatly increased. Perhaps the most 

efficient method of accornplishing alI of this would be to hold a public meeting in one of 

the surrounding communities. Such a meeting would include a presentation of dl 

available data and the rationale behuid the proposed changes followed by an input session 

where anglers codd present their own opinions and ideas. Such a format has proven 

useful for selecting new regulations to manage the Indian Bay River brook trout fishery 

Iocated 20 km to the south of the Southwest Pond river system. 

If the management process in Southwest Pond is to continue to evolve, i.e. to 

follow the principles of adaptive management, the database presented here must be 

continua11 y updated and expanded. Future work should include studies of abundance, 

recruitment and mortality rates, feeding habits and habitat requirernents of the fish, and 

catch and effort of the fishery. One of the main objectives of future research should be to 

obtain an estimate of the number of fish that can be sustainably removed by the fishery 

each year. This information will provide a better basis for setting bag limits, size limits 

and open seasons than is currently available. Future work should also include monitoring 

of the fishery for changes resdting nom irnplementation of new regulations. This 

includes monitoring not only changes in the fish population but also changes in angler 

satisfaction and motivations and changes observed by anglers in the fish or fishery. As 

new information is added, management of the fishery can be advanced toward providing 

the optimum sustainable yield (interpreted in the broadest possible sense) fiom a unique 

Newfoundland salmonid, the Southwest Pond seatrout. 
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Appendix 1: The qpestionnaire used to gather the Local Ecological Knowledge of 
Southwest Pond seatrout anglers. 

The Southwest Pond Trout Questionnaire 

Hello, may 1 speak with please. HeIlo MrMrs. 
. My name is Steve Sution and 1 am a biology student at Mernorial University. 1 
am doing a study on a particular f i h  that is reported to Live in the Southwest pond 
area. Right now I am gathering data on this fish korn local agiers in order to 
determine how much information 1 can get about this fish fiom the people who are 
the most familiar with it. 1 was wondering if 1 couid ask you a few questions. 

Yes- Continue. 
No- Thank and terminate. 

If you do not know the answer to a question or would rather not answer a 
question, just Say so. 

1. Some people Say there is a special fish that lives in the Southwest Pond area. 
Are you familiar with this fish? 

No. - Thank you, goodbye. 
Yes. - Continue. 

2. What names do you use for this fish? 

3. What characteristics do you use to idenw (use name interviewee suggests) and 
distinguish it from other fish. 

4. When did you first Ieam about (use name intewiewee suggests)? 

5. Where do they ïive? 
Do they enter any rivers that fiow into Southwest Pond? 
Do they live in any other river systems? 



6. Do they go to sea? 

No. - Go to question 20. 
Yes .- Continue. 

7. What thne of the year do they go to sea? 

8. What size are they when they first go to sea? 

Le W h  (Record the one 
Weight answered first) 

What would that be in (ask other category)? 
How old would you Say a fish of this size is? 

9. How far do they go in the sea? 

10. What do they eat when they are in the sea? 

11. Do people fish for them in the sea? 
No. - Go the question 16. 
Yes. - Continue. 

12. Where do people f i h  for them in the sea? 

13. M e n  is the best time to fish for them in the sea? 

14. What srpe of gear is used to fish for them in the sea? 

15. What is the size of (use name interviewee suggests) that people catch most 
often in the sea? 

Length (Record the one 
Weight answered first) 

What would that be in (ask other category)? 
How old would you Say a fish of this size is? 

16. How long do they spend in the sea before they return to fieshwater? 

17. Do they grow much during the time at sea? 



18. What t h e  of the year do they return to fieshwater? 

19. Where do they spend most of their time? 

Sea E S ~ L  Fresh 

20. What do they eat in fieshwater? 

21. Do people fish for them in fieshwater? 

No - Go to question 26. 
Yes - Continue. 

22. Where do people fish for them in freshwater? 

23. When is the best time to fish for them in freshwater? 

24. What type of gear do peopIe use to fish for them in fkesh water? 

25. What is the size of (use name inte~ewee suggests) that people catch most 
often in freshwater? 

Length (Record the one 
Weight answered first) 

What wouid that be in (ask other category)? 
How old would you Say a fish of this size is? 

26. Have you ever seen or heard about them spawning? 

No- Go to question 32. 
Y e s  Continue. 

27. Where do they spawn? 

28. How deep is the water there? 

29. How fast does the water flow? 



30. What is the bottom iike? 

3 1. What time of the year do they spawn? 

32. At what size do they first spawdmature? 
Length (Record the one 
Weight answered first) 

What would that be in (ask other category)? 
How old wouid you Say a fish of this size is? 

33. What other fish are found in the Southwest Pond river system? 
(Check the ones answered) 

Atlantic saimon Brook trout - 
Brown trout Rainbow trout 
Smek Eels - 
Arctic char Other 

34. What is the most abundant fkh there? 

35. Do you think (iise name interviewee suggests) interbreeds with any of these? 

Y e s  Which ones? 

Atlantic s h o n  
Brown trout 
Srnelt 
Arctic char 

Brook trout - 
Rainbow trout 
Eels 
Other 

No -- Don? know - 



36. Does (use name interviewee suggests) spawn in the same place at the same 
time as any of these? 

Atlantic sahon Brook trout - 
Brown trout Rainbow trout 
Smelt Eels - 
Arctic char Other 

Don't know - 

37. What do you think (use name inte~ewee suggests) is most like? 

Atlantic sahon 
Brown &out 
Smelt 
Arctic char 

Brook trout 
Rainbow trout 
Eels - 
Other - 

38. Do you fish for the (use name interviewee suggests). 

No- Why not? Go to question 45. 
Yes- Continue. 

39. Where do you fish most? 

40. When do you fish most? 

41. How do you fish most? 

42. Have you seen any changes in the quality O 

N o  Go to question 44. 

f fÏshing over time? 

Yes- What are these changes? 



43. What do you think may have caused these changes? 
(Check the ones answered) 

Winter fishing 
Net fishing 
Habitat deswction 
Number of anglers fishing in the area 
Lack of adequate management 
Poaching 
Other 
Don' t h o w  

44. What would you consider to be a good days catch? 
Number (Record the one 
Weight answered first) 

Wt would that be in (ask other category)? 

45. How many (use name intemiewee suggests) would you Say there are now? 

46. What would you consider to be a large (use name interviewee suggests)? 
Length (Record the one 
Weight answered fhst) 

What would that be in (ask other category)? 
How old would you Say a fkh of this size is? 

47. Have you ever caught one this large? 

Yes 
Where? 
m e n ?  
How? 

No- 



48. Do you fish for any other species of hh?  

Y- Which ones? 

Atlantic sahon 
Brown trout 
Smelt 
Arctic char 

Brook trout - 
Rainbow trout - 
Eck - 
Other 

No- Go to question 50. 

49. Which fkh would you most prefer to catch? 

Atlantic salmon Brook trout 
Brown =out Rainbow trout - 
Smelt Eels - 
Arctic char Other 
Southwest Pond trout - 

50. Have you noticed any changes in the fishing for the other f i h  in the places 
where you fish? 

51. Do you think there should be any specid regdations for this 
fishery? 

Yes What should they be? 

52. Is there anything that you can tell me about (use name in te~ewee  suggests) 
that 1 have not asked? 

53. Do you know of anybody eise who I might be able to get information on (use 
name inte~ewee suggests) fiom? 

Yes 
Name 
Phone # 
No- 



54. May I contact you again in the fiiture? 

55. Would you like me to send you a copy of the results of this smdy? 
YL 
Address 
No- 

Interviewee name Date of interview 



Appendix 2: A sample calcuiation of the two-step scoring procedure to place 
motivational items into categories. From Gilbert (1977). 

Step 1. Establish ranges of values 

79 respondents in survey x 4 (value of extremely important) = 3 16 (highest 
possible 
score for 
any item) 

3 16 1 5 (number of possible responses for each item) = 63.2 (size of interval 
between min. and 
max . value for 
each category) 

Not important = O to 63.2 
Somewhat important = 63.2 to 126.4 
Moderately important = 126.4 to 189.6 
Very important = 189.6 to 252.8 
Extremely important = 252-8 to 316 

Step 2. Calculate irn~ortance score of each item and determine item iwortance. 

For item A (" To escape the daily routinen ): 

I l  (not important) x O O 
9 (sornewhat important) x 1 9 

28 (rnoderately important) x 2 56 
25 (very important) x 3 75 

6 (extremely important) x 4 - + 24 

Score = 164 = moderately important 
o v e d  



TEST TARGET (QA-3) 




